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BURLINGAME,

he found

there a poor

little boy, in a most

uninviting condition, too sick to help himself or to give any account of himself, and

supported in the arms of a man who was
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the date on the label for the expira
of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensning
. year, wit! hout further reminder from this ofice.
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person
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who takes

a newspaper
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from the post-ofice—~whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has. subscribed or not—is
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Ifa

person

orders

his Jirer

discontinued,

them.

:

The Horning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

4, 1872.

Hesperus.
r———
“There is a silence in the quiet woods,
There is a holy stillness in the west,
When day, contented, ere its farewell, floods
The fields in tranquil light, and bids them rest.
There is a silence in the weary town,
‘When frequent footsteps lessen one by one;
And last good-nights-have fainter, fewer grown,
And all the bustle of the day is done.Yet not the silence of the setting sun,
Nor all the twilight darkening with increase,

appealed

to

{explaining that he had found the poor

boy

sre in this condition, having no idea who
he was, and unable to learn it from him,
that he could not leave him to get the cordial, and had been unableto find any one to
give assistance. My friend of course be-

ment in his tones were more reviving than
all other appliances. The case had by this

time

excited

general

interest,

and while a

number of the party were watching the
Good Samaritan with undisguised admiration, a lawyer drew my friend's ear to one
side and whispered,

“That is Judge

Bar-

more

fragrantly,

bloom.

the

rose

will

;

—Once.a

Néw

And then, too; pious men are some-

times far from what they should be, and
just and scrupulous men are too apt to be
men of severe or perhaps sour aspect, much
slower to confession than to judgment.
Now I account this amiable side of Judge
Barnard’s character, and of other such characters, one of the most important lessons we
who think better of ourselves can study,
beings.

It is

ties of nature that gaveyliim his power over
other men.
In our” zeal to guard men

against

their seducers, we

Week.

Ca

York Correspondence.”

represent them

in the most repulsive light, and

ourselves

Yet not with men is such a dream of peace;
The fierce thought racks throughout the night;
And longing, lingering cares without surcease,
Wear on the troubled soul into the light.
IES CREAN

items.

up also the charming
but prostituted quali-

The flowers may close their petals for the night,
And stay their beauty in the dewy gloom;
Upon the glory of the morning light,

fresh,

and sympathetic hearts of men like Fisk and
Barnard proceed the series of enormities
catalogued by the Divine Teacher, in which
‘ thefts, murders and adulteries” are but

as a magistrate, to undying infamy.
But
only half the job is done if we fail to hold

And hide its head within its trusty wing;
The early sun shall waken from its nest—
*
To-morrow morn it will as bravely sing.

More

And again; out of the big, genial

all very well to hold up Barnard’s venality
and violence and coarseness and lawlessness

The wild bird, tired of its song, may rest,

bias of the elective judiciary, at the

somebody in particular strictly responsible
for the appointment of a judge who is to

have our lives, liberties and property in his
hands—that, creature of Tammany as he is,
no one distrusts Gov. Hoffman for the selection of Barnard’s successor, whom be is to
name for the unexpired term; while the
gravest solicitude is felt concerning the full
terms of McCunn and Cardozo, which are

to be filled in November with successors by
the direct vote of thggame community that

elected Hoffman.

The

big and magnetic

personal qualities which almost surely characterize the successful aspirant for-high popular favor, and which

some of our

oracles:

are apt to treat, in the abeyance of developed vices, as * fruits” by which'to know
them, are sure to win chief strength with
the undiscriminating and unfastidious multitude, to

whom,

even public
puritanism.
consent

indeed,

the

austerity of

virtue is an offensive sort of
It seems so hard for men to

to a benevolence, in

God or man,

that is without partialty, ¢. e., intolerant of
every wrong, and so—puritanism itself!
They really conceive Virtue as an amiable
genius ; whereas she is utterly hateful to all
but her own, and the most quarrelsome and
intolerant of opposition or rivalry, of all
principles in the universe.
The Bar Association has done grand pubwith so itinch apparent reason as the well- lic service, and won an honorable page for
spring of Christian love, proves no less to itself in the history of New York, by the
be the well-sprihg of hateful malice. Of impeachment of the judges and the prosecuthe other hind, out of the remorseless * car-, tion of Barnard to overwhelming condemners" of Wall street proceed the mast gen- nation. If it does not now expel David
erous and *‘ eharacteristic ” impulses of hu- Dudley Field, in consideration for much

manity.

so

prepare

for victims of a fatal deception,

when the real enemy, who is usually no less
an enchanter than Mure, appears.
Having been taught to
C8nceive the devil as a

frightful
When

fiend, we

he

that shape.

visits

do not recognize

ds, for

he never

him

comes in

On the contrary, he is the very

prince of good fellows, and a gentleman, as
a great critic has said. By all possible
AT
NEw York; Aug28, 1872.
means, let the people learn to scrutinize
In the latest installment of Mrs. Oli- _gbod-fellowship as suspiciously as they do
phant’s new novel, *‘ At His Gates,” Nora, piety and principle, and especially to fear
enraptured with hey first ball, says to her the gift-bearing Greeks.
My friend the sentimentalist in religion—
puritan friends, the Haldanes,—‘ A thing
that makes everybody kind and pleasant to whom I have referred by a shining indi
and smiling aust be good ; don’t yow think vidual example too often for good taste, perhaps—like
the sentimentalist in politics, too
s0? We were all af amiable, as charming,
as fascinating as ever we could be.” This often mistakes leaves for fruit, and judges
begins a stretch of six chapters entirely accordingly. . Fruits sometimes develop
filled with the development of the bitter slowly and sparsely, while leaves are all
envyings and strifes, the cruel passions and over the tree in a day, and blossoms too, all
plots, that took rise from that same kind, very beautiful to see. The fruits of a génpleasant and smiling ball, In the Christian erous, free-handed fellow lik@ Barnard are
Union of the same week, Mr. Beecher was not the pleasant acts and winning qualities
dilating, as he loves to do, on the text, “By
that perhaps cover him like a garment.
If
their fruits ye shull know them,” assuming you don’t make him a judge or something,
‘¢ fruits” to mean good behavior, especially you may never get to ‘know him by his
benevolences, and to prové that many who fruits ” at all. If you do make him a judge
reject Christ are, in spite of themselves, in his summer time, and gather fruits off
true Christians. Simultaneously with these, him in the fall that make the State-stagger
again, I read in another religious paper as if death-struck, you may wisely conclude
that the Z¥mes picnics were the very mar- that judging a tree by its fruits is not always
row of the Gospel, worth mere to the soul work for a child, nor for every day in the
of each little heathen than a barrel of ser- yedr, and that in many cases your better
mons and tracts; and’ that the Wall-stréet discrimination would be to look sharply to
stock-brokers did a * characteristic” thing: the nature of the seep, instead of waiting
n contributing $3000 to the fund, and then for the fruit.

of the ancient

business,

en, The crown has now bought the manorial rights of the island, and a Lieutenant~

very least. It is a significant argument for
the true principle—which is that of makipg

Governor

takes

the place

kings of Man, while a sort

Rule

design fia

per, and even Mr. Boechd

game, pa: from the same suffrage-mill, turn out to be?

Christian Un-

As to one of them, I have the satisfaction of

tricks by which the

remembering that as the conductor of a daily
journal here, when McCunn was first a can-

ton, failed for once to offér any scathing remarks upon the wicked

Wall-street gospelers get the money they didate, T opposed and exposed him, on the
use in ‘such a Christ-like way.
whole ground of character which he has
But these were net all the things I found since developed ; and with this the chagrin
last week in the religious papers, of which | of remembering that my paper was almost
I am a diligent reader. All of them, of
course, were full of the heaven-sent expulsion and disgrace of one of the most infa-

“mous judges that ever made the founda-

alone in this plain speaking, and’ M¢Cunn
was elected triamphantly, and it wasn’t a

good year for MeCunns, either. We have
clubbed off three of the hydra's worst heads;

There are three

endeavoring

so

to

unite

both

worthy judicial nominations.

parties

on

I think it is

in a position this year, and niay be for many

years, to control, in

the

main, by wise

re-

commendations, the character of the higher

English,

from

a

mound

which

bears

the

name of Tynwald Hill.
The ecclesiastical history of the Isle has
an interest of its own. The old sea-kings
were terrible heathens. Remains of a temple to Thor are spoken of by tradition as
once existing near Tynwald Hill. But St.
Patrick, the apostle of Ireland, was cast
ashore near Peel, on an islet still called by
his name, and began to Christianize the
people, One of his Irish converts followed,
driven ashore in a storm. He had embarked on board a vessel sailing from Ireland,
intending to retire from the world, and,
like St. Patrick, he gives his name to the

place where he landed,—Manghold’s Head.
Bishop Manghold divided the isle into
parishes and caused churches to be built

everywhere.

80 runs the Christian myth.

But Scandinavian darkness spread over the
island again, and the first really historical
bishop held the combined sees of Sodor (the
islands South of the Shetland and Orkney
isles) and Man in A. D. 1100. Two names
are loved with intense affection by the
Manx people.—those of Bishop ‘Wilson and
John Wesley. Wilson commenced to translate the Seriptuves into the Manx tongue,
—a language which is classed as one of the

grave; in 1872, a large part of the population of the

island

crowds

chapels.

into

Wesleyan

!

The ManX people have much of the Irish
fervor and passionateness,

but,

unlike

the

Irish, they are not priest-ridden. The Roman Catholics do not flourish on the island.
Hundreds of the people are engaged in the
..|
herring
fishery, and a considerable number
English Correspondence,
also find occupation in lead and copper
rr
—
mines.
Education is spreading. On the
DERBY, ENGLAND, Aug. 13, 1872.
way
to
Snaefell,
the highest mountain on
The annual holiday has become an instithe island, in a remote and thinly populated
tution among all classes in England. The
district, a school-house reared its benign
increased facilities of travel, the extraorbench in this city.

Vibr.

dinary prosperity of the country, the growing restlessness of the peoble tend

to make,

‘the institution” this year more popular
than ever. Never were railway carriages
choked with a

larger

number

of

tourists.

Never were steamboats filled so full with
eager excursionists.
Never were the watering-places on all our coasts more crowded with pleasure seeking visitors. Everywhere the people go to and tro as if the old
monadic habit of the race were returning,

and we were ceasing to dwell upon the face
of the earth in any settled home.
Our desire to get away from the crowd
and to breathe a freer air led usto spend
our holiday on the Isle of Man. It was a
vain and foolish desire. Already the multitude was in possession.
The steamboats at Liverpool were besieged
by a battling mob of holiday-makers. The
hotels and lodging-houses at Douglas were
crowded to the very chimney-tops:. Private
friendship however contributed to secure us
quarters where the importunity of the”
stranger might have failed. Once established in our temporary abode, we kept our
place against all comers, and proceeded to
~
our holiday tasks.
he
The Isle of Man is situated in the Irish
Sea, at about an equal distance from the
shores of England, Scotland and Ireland?
It is thirty-three miles long and about: ten

or a dozen broad. It’s climate is more equable than that of any country in Europe ; its
summers are

cool,

its

winters

warm

and

mild. The venerable Bede reports it in the
eighth century as occupied by three-hundred
families.- It has now a population of 60,000.

A range of bleak, heath-covefed hills, some
of them two thousand feet

many

head,

and

a notice

on

tbe

walls

that a School Committee would

showed

shortly

be

formed to complete the school accommodations and superintend the education of the

district. Already in Douglas such a committee exists, for the elementary education
act is applied to the island. It is said that
in no part of the British dominions is good
education so general as in the Isle of Man,
and that the laws of the island require that

headland giving she charm of variety to its
scenery. The island has a tongue and a

history.. Cesar speaks of it in his Gallic
War. He says, ‘In hoc medio cursu est insula=qua appellatur Mona.” The sea-kings
of: the north visited it,and have left traces of

their presence in many a legend and

story,

andin the rude sepulehral mound high on
the hill-side seen afar by land and sea,
King Orry, of Norway, founded in -A. D,
920 its legislative assembly.: When~asked

But these

$

Events of the Week.

with puns, conundrams and other

juvenile wit.

forms of public

the

native

population.

Some celebrated

Tower

of Refuge

in Douglas

Martin, the painter, loved

the

Bay.

island,

Some

men

of note

have sprugg from the Isle. The late Rev.
Dr. Stowell of Cheshunt College, the Rev.
(‘amon Stowell of Manchester, and the Rev.
Hugh Stowell Brown of Liverpool are remembered with pride as Manxmen.
Co
My budgetiS not yet empty, but another

letter must tell the Story of my visit.
THOMAS GOADBY.

Moral of the Barnard

Case.

to pop- ‘extreme

This boy was on the high road

ularity. He was renominated and ré-elected
with eclat. All the boys went for him
enthusiastically, and the wise old

men who

shook their Heads at his pranks afterwgrds
voted fory
him, when, boy-like, he tossed
refere
them and their friends. His

she

could find.

He was a man in years (and a very young
one,) but in all other respects he was a boy.
He had never put away childish things,
and the boy qualities of frankness, dash,

chivalry toward his friends, whether right

in

number

and

[4

speech.

The people

down

7

east

have seldom been so thoroughly aroused.
The “state rocks with excitement. The

supporters of Grant are out in force.
son, Douglass,

Butler,

Burnside,

&c., are addressing crowds.
onstration

was

made

Wil-

Harlan,

A great dem-

in Portland

on

the

principal companions were other boys, 27th, where the enthusiasm was immense.
variously named Bill, Jim, Peter, Dick, Maine is the chief battle-ground just now,

used to seize railroads,

rifle

offices,

carry

off papers and hunt down other boys that
stood in his way, and then George would
bring these boys that interfered before hin¥
and tell them that if they didn’t let Jim
alone he would put them in jail or drive
them out of the State. He was as good as
his word in several instances. When Bill
was caught taking money and papers out
of other people's safes, George

would

help

him by all sorts of dodges; and when at
last the exploits of Bill and Dick became so
notorious that they couldn’t go any further,
George thought it an excéllent joke to pretend Yo stop Bill and Dick from taking
anything, but reallj\to fix it so that the
actual owners of the property they had
been takipg couldn’t handle a cent of their
own money.
Things at last became so bad that the

boy had to be disposed of.

One by one the

boys were driven off, or had

to run

away;

with

them

accor-

body expect him to favor anybody else?
What was a judge a judge for except to
take care of his friends?
We do not think we have understated the
theory and practice of the Barnard career.
New York city, which raised, spoiled, flattered, fawned before, and knew
the character and disposition of this boy all the
time, thinks herself well off without him.

and of course both parties

talk hopefully of

the election occuring on

which

will tell

the 9th

inst., and

effectively on

the whole

canvass. Buta republican victory seems
almost certain there, as in thé country generally. Two terribly exciting months are
just before the country,

but

we

are

confi-

dent

will

survive

them,

the

government

and falsify the terrible prophecies that
assure us of an overthrow or a lapse into
despotism.

*

MASS.

REPUBLICAN

CONVENTION.

The Annual State Convention was held
by the republicans at Worcester, Mass., on
Wednesday, the
State ticket; &.

28th ult., to nominate a
The work before it was

mostly plain and simple, and it was promptly done.
Gov. Washburne was renomi-

nated

onthe

first ballot,

with Mr. Thos.

Talbot for Lieut. Governor.
Two or three
things were noticeable. —Gen. Butler’sfbupporters of last year brought him again, and, with such aid as they could get
from those who were willing to pay him an
empty compliment, and so somewhat break
the force of his political fall, and the employment of repeaters, they got 259 votes
into

the

boxes

for him.

That sufficed

to

keep his irrepressibility in remembrance.
—A
decided Woman Suffrage resolution, drafted
by H. B. Blackwell, went through both
Committee and Convention without hitch or
hindrance, as a part of the platform. Won't
the republicans of the old: Bay State be
lauded by the strong-minded and the radicals now

?—A resolution in favor ot

prohi-

bition was lost in Committee by a tie vote,
but was brought before the Convention and
promptly passed, Won't that be greeted
with gladness and criticism ?—Another resolution, patting the labor reformers most em-

-

phatically on the back, was adopted without hesitation.

Won't

that

go

far to con-

| else but a mischievous, wanton, uuscrupulous, daring, smart, devil-may-care sort of

a fellow, setting up a "court in 4 bagnio as
readily as on the bench, and appointing
receives at midnight, or at high noon, it
didn’t matter which.
Barnard a is product of political times that
we hope have come to a close. His bad
points we have sketched. His good ones
—and he has many—we would not disguise.

ARBITRATION

AT GENEVA.

Every other day the) papers tell us that
a given decision has just ‘been reachedby
the court of arbitration over the Alabama

olaims.

On

the alternate days the same

papers tell us that the

court probably

did

no such thing, orifit did, nobody outside
the chamber knows or can know any thing
about

it.

Rumors

but trustworthy

and.guesses

information

abound,

is scanty.

The general conviction, however, is probably correct,—that the work of the court is
steadily progressing, that its end is at

hand, that dignity and

harmony

most of its proceedings,

that

attend

damages

to

a considerable amount will be awarded the

have always been able to do justiceto his United

States, that John Bull “will pay

good traits by a sedulous opposition to his them with a little surliness and patronizabad ones. He and the “ring,” manliest tion, that Brother Jonathan will take and
and bravest of which he was, took bold pocket them with a severe curl of the lip

chances, lived high, defied the decrees of and a sly twinkle of gratification in’ the
God and

the

and eye, and that the two will then formally
thick and bow tRemselves out of each other's presresisted always win, ence, Secret thankful that the quarrel is %

docencies

hp

ers, &ec., make no independent nominations,

and will largely support this ticket, the
strict party papers hasten to. say, iy effect,
that these resolutions express only the per-. +
sonal opinions of those voting fog them;
that they are no part of the real republican
creed; that they are mere soothing talk
meant to allay soreness of heart or head,
draw the stragglers ifito line; &ec., &c. All
of which may be superficially shrewd as a
piece of strategy, but hardly suggests that
the millennium of politics is at’ hand even in

So do we; but we think New York isto
blame for having made a magistrate out of
a stripling, expecting him to be anything Mass.

deep, general, and finds emphatic expression, Most of them preach’ good sermons
from this text. The Brooklyn Eagle, however, puts the case in a way that is at once
fresh, unique, forcible, courageous -and
| If he could have been removed from, or if
timely. Thus it deals with the affair:
Once upon a time it pleased New York, he had never been raised ‘to, a station reor those whom it pleased
New York to let quiring impartiality, dignity and erndition,
manage her affairs, to put a boy on the he would have passed for a magnetic, saubench. No other city had ever done such a cy, generous, brilliant, courageous fellow,
with not a streak of meanness about him.
thing. That was reason enough for New
York to do it. She took the brightest, We do not believe less of him now. We

gayest, most popular boy

increase

upon a victory, and the manly and the
doubtiul methods heretofore adopted to win
it.are freely reproduced.
Gen. Banks has
cause he snubbed attorneys, laughed at entered the field in behalf of Greeley, becounselors, chatted with the panel from ginning his public work by an elaborate and
the bench, and charged them in an off- forcible speech at Lynn. Senator Trum-*
hand way that smacked more of hospitality bull is working for the same result in Me.,
then dry detail and stupid dignity. The where his ability and high reputation gain
reporters liked him, because he saw to it for him large audiences, and where he genthat the court officers treated them right, erally maintains his dignity, and avoids
and because on a pinch he would dash off personalities and petty A sarcasms. Mr.
the report of a case before him in a rapid, Tilton is still helping to intensify the strugeasy way that charmed ‘‘the profession.”
gle in that state by his magnetic though

well ? As to favoring his friends, could any-

and

died at Douglas, and is buried in the cemetery outside the town.

speakers

ciliate . Wendell Phillips, and make the
dingly. Jim was a good fellow and he wrangling and defeated Crispins
smile feeliked him." Bill had always treated George bly and sleep better —But while
Woman
well, and why shouldn’t George treat him Suffragists, Prohibitionis
ts, Labor Reform-

men have visited this isle. ‘Wordsworth
went there in 1833, and wrote a sonnet on

the

*

A singularly good fortune gain in vehemence, and they embrace not a
few able men.
Both parties are intent

ing down, and he'dealt

did not attend school, and who were unable

to read, to write, or to repeat any part of

——

seemed to guard him. What he would
announce with a humorous remark or enforce with a hoarse laugh, would be found
to be the law. The juries liked him, be-

tection of guardian saints, prevails amongst

child of proper age shall attend. The law
must have been badly enforced. I spoke with
children in different parts of the island who

eo

THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN.

The heat of the political canvass is more
enter judgments with a joke, sentence and more evolved as time passes. The
criminals with a smile, and dismiss motions earnestness is becoming intense. The

the multiplication table. A good deal of
superstition still lingers in the island. Old
customs are continued which suggest that
belief in witchcraft, in fairies, in the pro-

a school house shall be built in every parish,
and maintained by rates, and that every

>

juries, patiently listen to lawyers, or put
them down with a boyish wave of the hand,

but George wouldn't run away, and kept on
pretty much as before. Jim got killed in
a quarrel with Ned about Josie; Bill was
compelled to hide himself, and Dick ran
away. The people that had disposed of
them then “all turned on George. He
fought hard, and he never pretended that
he had done other
than he really had. He
admitted everything and insisted it was
exactly right. The boys that Jim and Bill
had spoiled had been saucy and had made a
noise about their rights. They needed tak-

abbye.! fe Javel

a crescent-shaped bay and jutting

the architect of his own ruin as the victim

sent of all three, and every law must be -promptitude, and he saw to the core ofa
proclaimed on the 5th of July, in Manx and case at a glance. He would gayly charge

covered legs in place of the ancient emblem or wrong, and the disposition to make play stpod by one another
party of various professions, going up the | all are creatures of the same erithinal bal- of the sea-kings,~—a ship with sails furled. work and work ply, were large in him, thin. The forces they
Hudson by steamboat. Happening by him- ance-of-power constituency which is certain English nobles followed. Sir Thomas Stan. and are yet. It was a cruel thing to invest ‘The conditions they
self ‘in the least inviting partof the vessel, to contrgl their successors, ultimately if not ley, who crowned the Puke’ of Richmond this boy with the gravest responsibilities venge themselves. It
sufficient excuse for homicide.

learned the de-

‘‘estates”

six divisions of Celtic, and which is doomOakey, Jay, and others. They were his
ed to extinction as an iceberg is doomed companions in play and work, and they
honorable service in the past, it will, never- when it floats into southern latitudes. - Wes: Magreed to stand by him if he stood by them.
theless, leave the inevitable question at- ley visited the island twenty-two years after The compact was kept with a fidelity that
tached to his name, ‘ Why not?” It will Wilson's death, and preached in church- almost redeemed the excesses it required.
now go on to indicate, after thorough delib- yards and market-places, sounding the glad He was a particular favorite with Jim, who
eration, its best advice and choice for the tidings of salvation far and wide. In 1755, was a very smart, clever boy, -always up to
Jugicial offices to be filled this year; taking nearly the whole population of the island mischief ; and with Bill, an older, slyer boy.
\o his
its candidates from both parties fairly, and" followed the good bishop Win
George and Jim had high old times. Jim

tions of civil society to. tremble, as only a and we shall soon have a chance at two’ whence he had come, thé king pdinted to
corrupt judge can make them. But the Zn- | smaller ones==Garvin,'the Ring district at- the milky way,and that glittering line of light
dependent hdded to this a *‘ characteristic” torney, and Bedford, the. Ring judge, and’ is called the great road of King Orry,to this
of Judge Barnard, which my friend ‘Prof. judicial servitor of the Pope, who thinks sec- (day. Soottish kings succeeded the NorweWilkinson, (the critic), related to me as an tarian prejudices, proper considerations. to giang:in the rule of the island,’ and substieye-witness, some weeks ago.
bring before a jury in a capital case, and a tuted the modern ' device of three armor-

My friend was one of a literary pleasure

and he quickly

tails. He was brilliant, and with a hearty of the false and vicions system and circumhe was a part. But let us
of the island realm,—the Queen in Council, hatred of shams and red tape. He dis- stances of which
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which will

all at once, and throw it up in fifty years.
Christians, at least, should have more consideration. We believe the time is coming
when sin and misery will be done away
with in this world, but we do not seem to
realize that one of the most direct means
for accomplishing this is to work for total ' He got rid of that easily enough; but those
abstaining.
We do not need to compro- two solemn words, ‘ God” and * Eternity,”
mise the truth.
We can afford to be bold,
he could not get rid of. He tried drinking—
and firm, and patient, for the right.—4dhe tried gambling—to drive those words
vance,
: from his mind ; but it was of no use. They

Settled

For

BACK, Kidney Gompinsats

hut little

liberately took out his penknife and cut. it
all up into little pieces. He then held up
his hand. and scattered the pieces over the
side of the boat, to show his contempt for
religion. When he had done this, he saw
one of the Jeet sticking to his coat. He
picked it off, and looked at it for a moment
: before throwing it away. On one side of
that bit of paper was only one word. It
was the word *“ God.” He turned it over,
and on the other side was the word *¢ Eternity.” He threw away the bit of paper.
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the charm of poetry in the choice of exressions and quotaticns of Scripture or

filling

A Christian gentleman was traveling on
a steamboat. He took some tracts out and
scattered them about for the passengers to
read. Many were glad to get them, and
read them carefully, But one gentleman

up

will

man,

In

youth.

months of the year.

The Two

‘co-workers together with him” that must
not be our way. All through the ages God
for

outlook,

he lives during eight

you from’ sinning more ; and if we are to he
thus

and

He spends his winters in the
side Monthly.

again and
say, Thou

mayest indulge a little, and that

old.

him

dream of a
poet's home.
It is three or
four hours’ iron New York, and here

* Rock of ages, cleft for me,
Let me hide myself in thee !”

song, in which every available voice would
join, not a brick of the wall of this taber-

ymns.

surroundings

ab-

long

“Thou shalt not,” came
It is not God's way to

think

at least, is perennial

Man

desperately, but God did not giye them

thus.
again,

of{

Roslyn,L. I., is most charming in location,

that

of it.”

false,

never

| His penmanship is still clear and strong.
Would that our young folks could wrife
half so well!
His country residence at

their religious experience as a settled and”
accomplished fact.
;
A writer represents a minister to. whom a
2
: * Talmage.
deacon told over his tale of perpetual dolor
.| as saying :
‘Deacon, I remember your son stoutly
Dollinger and Hyacinthe.
rebelled against your authority some time
ago, but afterward felt sorry and repented
Between these two
distinguished men
there is a marked contrast. If the former of his sin, and humbly asked your forgivewe reeognize almost all the peculiar char- ness. Did you forgive him?”
“Of course I did.”
acteristics of his nation, while the latter

of leading voice would -start “Come, ye
sinners poor and needy,” or some similar

robust

be- | the fences, none would

was to come to him through the indulgence
of the appetites. And what was the law
laid down for him? Thou mayest eat a
little ?

It is entirely

Though rather slightly built and

constitution, his health has been
full preserv ed- by y defdeference 10
| wonderfully
hygienic rules. He loves the bath, lively
| exercise, and early hours. He rises at five
| o'clock, or thereabout, and retires early,
| never doing mental work in the evening.
| To see him climbing the hills and leaping

and
have not induced everybody to receive
it. Why so? Has it not worked well?
Have not thousands been saved? Have:
we not had most glorious examples of total
abstaining and of” its results to the individual and to the public ? And our heavenly
Father has been at work at this temperance
business than we have. He warned man in

You may

ters.
Room for the suffering, heated, sunstruck, dying; of all generations
in the

give up a great

not be discouraged because

and

down to kiss a child, the shadow of his
body falls upon it; and so many of the
dark
misfortunes of our life are not God

to

jgmomant of the man.

cans, ftrson » we have worked fifty years | his heart,

race is rising higher and higher;
when they are beginning to get
open to what they suffer from
gross indulgence of the
appetites,

worldly successes, and his shadow falls
upon us, and we wrongly think that it is
night. As a father in a garden stoops

come

Fifty years? Five hundred years? Nay,
ever sincé sin entered into the
th world, he
| D8 not ceased thus to teach and to preach
| and to work for man's salvation. Through
| 811 man’s blindness, and ignorance, and
darkness, God has worked on with his great,
with his infinite patience. But now we

bas been working

and the sun,

his shadow falls upon you,

thus? |

the very beginning against the danger

forever !—always

and

to-day,

yesterday,

your transgress-

And how long has he talked

drops a oveat | Are going

ih li fle while

There has been thick shade there fpr six
thousand years, and will be for the next
six thousand. So our Divine rock, once

few benches and carry them to the square,
and have them placed in a convenient manner and ready for the mourners to kneel by
or sit upon. Before these were removed,
but in an incredibly short time, enough
stout young men would join hands around
the benches to form a compact enclosure,
These again were enclosed by an outer ring
of those who were the first to spring to the
place, that they might have a full view of
the proceedings ; for it was understood that
this circle was not to be entered except by
the mourners and those who were to talk
and pray with them. The young people of
the country were generally good singers,
and knew: the hymns and tunes mostly in
use, and the numbers who would join in
the singing would now be surprising. Two
resolute ones of the living wall of this ring
would be designated as at once doorposts
and doorkeepers, who at their discretion
admitted persons within the enclosure. The
mourners were then brought on, and enter-

meeting,

|

fany people have 2 found nC this world, a
march.
They

the Alps, and there is

nated benches in front of the pulpit—some
one in authority would order a removal, on

whole

shadow of | 1908.”

the sun strikes through, and you keep shifting your position, until, after a while, the
sun is set at such a point that you have no
shade at all. But go in the heart of some
great rock, such as’'you see in Yosemite or

If there were many mourners at the altar,

the

Yand!

deal of refreshment; og

as it was called—that is, two or three desig-

during

seen and felt | Will cleanse you from all

God as the

| ¢.ouble all their pid s. But glory be to
God, we are not toad out & the desert
to die.
Here is the long, cool, certain, re| geochitor shad
oftielonde: =

every tent, after which breakfast was preared and eaten. At eight or nine, according to the season, the horn announced
prayer-meeting in the tents; at ten it proclaimed preaching; after that followed
prayers at the stand and a call for mourners,
or, as it was more correctly and elegantly
expressed, “an invitation to such as desired
an interest in the prayers of those
present,
from a conviction that they were sinners.”
Then came a recess for the mid-day meal,
and after this there was preaching again at
2P.M.
There were prayers at the stand
and mourners called forward again, after
which there was usually an adjournment to
the open part of the ground, and a grand
Jaye uetin
organized in ‘the ring.”
> ring-meeting was formed in this way :

knees

reat rock In a weary

desert

which must be ohserved in

which some active fellow would

what he had

represents

little in their favorite sins, because men al- plucked grape, of which he is a successful
r,
rs,
Cans
ways have sinned, and always. will sin to cultivator. Tea and coffee he never uses. | Scrofa
cerous Humaer,
rl oii Rais Mheum,
the end of time.”
©
Mise.
111
ases,
al
t
Tobacco, in all its forms, he hates.
The bd Stomach,
and all diseases that frig ho fro
Is that the gospel ? Is that the way God | ridicnlous report stated a few
years
ago ure blood .
an
y
talks to us ? Does he not rather — be- | that he SIRs OTE for an Tt
Gout, nd Spinal Complaints
fore
us the highest ideal? “Repent;” | no foundation whatever but in the diseased pe Neuectuty sured
ihe blood.
“Cease to do evil;
di
learn to do 'well;” “I |imagination of some story teller. utterly | Skim, Pustules, Pimp. es throBlotches,
Boils,

5

in the Methodist household,
but it grew and
flourisheas
d if born there. But the first
camp-meetin
are to be credited to the
: Camnrincd
eshytarians of Kentucky and
Tennessee.
In the did
new not
country,
large
houses for meetings
exist, but

4 cents each for two
A
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conquers,

or

‘hope

soars,

or

peace

larges the field of available truth

be:

comes worshipful, or love is satisfied,
there these strains, which come out of his

veals the character and ways

SEPTEMBER

4, 1872.

have known the restfulness of a devout be lieverd

who calls himself

out

@

All communications designed for publication

hould be addressed to ihe Editor, and all letters on
remittances

business,

of money,

&¢.,

dressed to the Publisher.
a

ad

be

should

i

are

To any person sending the names of two
a year's payment in
" new subscribers wi

pires, or in the anticipation of the splendid
dynasty he was to found, or in the sensual
luxury which waitedon his steps.
or
No matter what. His soul ‘could ‘not
rest in these. They were not meant to
satisfy it. It hind knowns Bettér portion.
It had felt a diviner joy.. Tt longed for its.

advance, $5.00,and 10 ets. additional to pay

postage, &ec., we will send a copy of the
large and elegant steel engraving, 18 by 26
inches, entitled ‘*“MERCY’S DREAM,” the sub-

is taken from Bunyan's Pil-

home as did the prodigal son. It was not
content with other things. It was tossed

grim’s Progress; or,

If preferred, we will send a copy of Mrs.
Ramsey's Poems, axkolume containing the

with tempest

and not comforted.

'How-

The disquiet of the human soul is not an
uncommon thing. It labors and is heavy
laden. It strays widely and loses sight of
home. It is shrouded in darkness and
filled with fear. It is baffled-in its under-

tainit. It may abide. 1t may deepen.
It
may become a habit of the soul. It will
calm agitation.
It will allay fear. It will
tone up purpose.
It will make effort wiser
and more fruitful. It will put wholesome
energy in the place of feverish spasms. It
will make the steps steady and ascending.

takings.

It will make trials serviceable.

Hm

TT
Eaten

It wrestles itself into weariness

fever;

twelve in the darkness,

were leading their

ee

when

Master

the

soldiers

away

to judg-

ment as a lamb is led to the slaughter.
And the conscious

unrest

of such

souls is

all the deeper because it stands out in con- trast

with

the inward

quietude

that

can

neither be forgotten nor recalled without
tenderness and pain.
The psalmist was in that mood of retrospection when he broke out in that sentence
of mingled sadness, self-reproach, gratitude

and aspiration, and which is so full of human

pathos

and

religious

turn unto thy. rest, O my soul,
¥o

fervor,—* Re-

for the Lord

taken and strongly maintained

posite ground.

prompt and emphatic dissent.

it

seems to have been.
The mischief in such a a case eprings
from the fact that the impression will go
abroad that the Scientific Association has

pleaded for the use of wine as a beverage,
—nay, that science itself has given her verdict against total abstinence and in favor of

moderate

drinking.

For to many that

Tt is

hath dealt bountifully with thee.” He had often called into seryiee; It is boasted over.
_ known the peace of faith, of dutifalness, of It is used to conjure
with. It carries great
wondertul deliverances, of great victories,

of conscious strength and’ security, of a fellowship that made God’s thoughts precious,
and of a love that casteth out fear and pillows itself on a divine promise as John
rested on Christ's bosom. He had been in
great straits, had been plotted against by
seeming

friends, had seen men

lying

in

wait
for his life,
had been
driven from his
throne
into exile by a lion headed by
‘almost the lowhis own son, had touglied

~ gst depths.

of what

call calamity,

And

yet, through it all ‘he can rest. His heart
a burst of triumphor a strain of peace that
sends its wonderous music down through

... three

ofremblesall
A
)

EP)

,

years. We hearit yet. It

to-day in the pealms and hyvins

:
Pe

est weight with those’ who know least of
what it signifies. It is uttered in the tone
of an oracle. Tt is brought forward to correct the utterances of morality and religion.

It is often deals with as though, when it had
spoken, men had listened toa

final word,
and rev-

erently assent, or hasten to make their con-

fession and put
in their pledgeof fealty.
Now
we do mot
disparage
either scientific pursuit: or the well-established results

of scien tific i

y.

of

science,

may

deal

with him in a manner quite as violent
effective.

and

and

this

of the

evil

spirit

the

same

as he means

alcoholic

element

it,

that

Large and valuable

of those

who

adopt

his

suggestion will use, are a combination of
filth and poison.—The general experience
of those countries where native wines are
produced and drank, proves conclusively
that they tend to poverty, turbulence, debasement and brutification.—Their work
here will not be less but more

and prove Mr.

Swallow

more

mischievous,

a charlatan

than a scientist ; a misleader of his
ers rather than a true prophet.

force of its protest. Whether the scheme
will be carried out, or give place to something else, remains to be seen. But we have
no fear but the Advertiser will be able to
find logic emough to defend its position, and
effective rhetoric enough to make the attacks upon ‘it’ rather costly things to its
adversaries, ‘And we trust that its brave
and open effort in behalf ot public morals,a
high honor and a truly loyal citizenship will
be appreciated and seconded by the Christian
Press and by all good men,
~

; One

Victoria Woodhull appeared, yesterday,
before Judge Loew in the Court of Comand

was

examined

as

He was sent to the

lunatic, and

there for some time. He publishes the nar
rative in all its details. It is simple, straightforward and apparently truthful.

It seems

to justify the accusations that have been
made against the asylum,
It will probably
lead to a correction of more or less of the
faults which attach to its management, very
likely lead to the removal of abuses in othey similar institution s, and

securing such a legal

perhaps

supervision

aid

in

of them

to her

of the Press? May men speak and act falsehoods without limit,on the ground that they
are in search of the truth? Magy they freely
play the hypocrite for the sake of unmask-

ennie C. Claflin, and Col. Blood in the

the. campaign,—keeping

ouly

borrowed

chairs and desks in her office, and not even
owning the clothes on her back! This is
the way in which she fulfills the glowing
prophecies of her own speeches and of her
eloquent and admiring biographer! This
is the incarnation of that gorgeous ideal
which was set before us in the good time
coming and just at hand, when woman had
become brave enough to set aside in lofty

contempt the outgrown

to gratify

the public

demuud

for hidden

notions of domes-

Byron, Burns, socialists and

communists

are exalted, while George Fox, quakers,
puritans are to be pitied, if not despised.
Those who would make the bible or any
other system of religion or morality a guide
of conduct rather than natural impulse

and passion, are weak

and

stupid, decep-

tive and hypocritical. A vein of such sentiment runs not merely through ntuch of the
current literature of the day, but appears
also in some of the higher and

line, in which he speaks of those

ential works, as those of M. Taine.
Now we hesitate not to affirm that all

“Who leap at stars, but fasten in the mud.”

We do not exult over
jin business,

men who are always seeking to get the prof-

literary detectives.

it of law-breaking without suffering its pen-alty.
in
This is plain talk, and bold perhaps. But
we confess that it seems to us reasonable,

en

are taken by surprise,—nay, they seem

al-

most astounded by this dignified and effect-

gains have come to (he world from that iva ieensorship. They resist ‘it, of course.
quarter, and still larger gains may be look- They call it impertinent. Some other paed for, To learn and state the facts abound-

pers take tp the cudgel against the ddver-

ing in the realm of nature, to classify and
interpret them, to find the principles which

tiser!

They use

to sneer at it.
‘They affect

a chance to come in and disturb our quiet.

So we shall keep its location to ourself,
Besides, the village is quite unused to seeing

itself in print, and it might disturb its grayity to find its nestling place all at once dis-

closed.

But we will say that it is in Maine,

that the west branch of the Sheepscot flows

while at the nortli*is only a succession
of well-tilled farms rising gradually to the

level of the lake, ®Kich begins only a mile
and a half away and extends

meet an adjoining town.

call

it a dull village

nine miles

to

We would like to

if it were not for the

risk of displeasing the citizens.

So we will =~

call it a quiet village, and éxplain its quiet-

ness by saying that there is seldom anything

to disturb its repose...

time.

wherever they may lead.

tic relationship and life! It recalls Young's

failure

The reputable men

Wheks's Mines, Aug. 28, 1872.

Don’t ask where Weeks's Mills is.
We
have no idea of giving the rest of the world

It is so used to the
knowledge? Is the daily journal to ex- monotonous hum
of the grist-mill, and the
even own the “clothes on her back;" that alt the rejected maxim of the Jesuits, —that &rin
of the bark-mill, and the scold and
the furniture in her office was borrowed; the end sanctifies the means? Can the lit- buzz of the saw and shingle-mills, that these
that she was the author of a work entitled erature of current news keep a. creditable greet the ear
with as little effect as the sub‘The Principles and Tendencies of Govstanding al¥er it bas turned its back upon
dued
rear
of
the
water falling over the dam,
ernment,” and was formerly one of the
honor ? Can even a great paper afford to which has made constant
music for the ineditors of Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly.
baild itself up by means of an enterprise
And so this is the end of the experiment which strikes down conscience ? © These are habitants ever since the bears growled at
the invasion of the pioneers who came to
in Wall Street to show that women could
questions that seem to us neither imperti- build ‘it.
compete successfully in the Stock xchange -nent, childish, nor untimely.
Will they’
If anything can be said to disturb the rewith the best trained bulls and bears of | be entertained ?
pose of the village it is the arrival of the
Gotham!
This is the outcome
ofthat |
| mail,
That used to come once a week,
business life which,. we are gravelye told, |
‘Then, us railroads began to be built off in
Conscience Men,
has been under the constant direction of |
the adjoining country, and as newspapers
a
—
Demosthenes, he meantime calling into use |
the large and varied wisdom which two |
It is fashionable in certain quarters to began to be printed in'the neighboring cities,
Regard for it came twicd a week; and during those inthousand years in the spiritual realm have sneer at conscientiousness.
given him! This is the condition of her right, duty, principle, is decried as being tense, enger days of the war, when the
who has been hailed as queen by so many
selfish, slavish, mean; feeling, inclination, young men and boys, who used to make the
devoted supporters of the extreme Woman's
impulse alone are free and noble. Those evenings at the village full of mirth and
Rights. movement ! «This is the plight in are held up to our admiration who rise merriment, were following the flag to honor
which one of the candidates for the Presi- above all conventionalism, standards, rules, or to death, the mail became a trl-weekly
dency finds herself, at the very outset of and follow the dictates of their own natures necessity, and such it remains to the present
brokerage. business.
She said she was
worth nothing, and added, that she did not

Mrs. Woodhull's

more

‘influ-

such assumption and teaching are dangerous and pernicious.
Mankind generally,

the poverty
especially the youthful and inexperienced,
which weighs upon her, or over her loss of need no such teaching. There is very little
reputation and influence, or over the deser- ground to apprehend that impulse and passThe Boston Advertiser says, Yes. And
tion of those who flattered and followed and
ion will not be strong enough, or Jhe authat is known to be a candid, dignified and fawned upon her, or over the personal and
thority
of conscience and principle too much
able paper. When it speaks on the side of
social humiliation which she suffers. We
regarded.
!
reform and a higher public morality, it is wish she might have been spared all these
| There may be a slavish fear, a bondage
pretty sure to be heard. It is conservative
things, and gone up to the place and the | to the letter of law, which is not to be
by instinct even when it is radical by conwork of a true woman in the grateful and | cherished.
But there is mo bondage in
vietion. It voices the culture of the “hub,” dutiful answer to the-beekoning of a Prov- law. right, duty. On “the contrary, they
as that culture has to do with questions of idence that lighted ber path with its smile are in harmony with the highest freedom
public interest. It is not always self-con- and filled her lap and heart with its bounty. .
and the noblest impulses.
All noble imsistent, but it avoids bold and sudden sum- But her audacity, her phngumption, her depulses, generous emotions, worthy acts,
mersaults.
It is never extremely radical, fiance of law, her contemp¥W of the public
are lawful and right. Right, duty, law
though now and then its utterances go to conscience, her sneers at the
Bible, and her
condemn only the ignoble and base. No
the core and root of things. Its words are challenge flung at the mandates of God,— | one should perform an act merely because
ever well-weighed and well-chosen, and all these things have issued in her case as | it is right, or refrain from. an act merely
they carry thought that sirikes below the in so many others,in the beginning of a wo- | because it is wrong.
He does it not only
surface of affairs. It can indeed be calm ful defeat. The social desertion and the as a duty, but as a privilege and because he
when there is a call for vehément energy. business failure could have been easily pre- loves and chooses it. This is the highest
It can be non-committal or lenient when dicted. The eternal laws of the universe liberty, open and eommendable to all.
questions touching Christian ethics are un- made that inevitable. The stars in their
View:with distrust any attempt or claim
der debate. It lately endorsed Sunday ex- courses fight against such a spirit, and to disregard right and duty. It always
cursions as very proper things for the peo- make such a career end in disaster.
proceeds from an unworthy source, never
ple, and risked readily whatever peril might
We wish she might gather a true humility from a pure and exalted one. Real law is
come to religion.
no restraint upon the good, but only upon
out of her disappointment”Tol low the great
But it takes strong ground against the
Leader along the right path, rise into the the lawless and reckless, upon those who
very reputable and estimable company of
graceful and splendid womanhood for which need restraint for the good of themselves
Boston gentlemen, merchants, &c., in their
she has rare cdpacities, and draw back to and the protection of others. All that is
attempt to dispose of the Coliseum proper- the better and diviner way those whom
good and noble in feeling and impulse is
ty by a sort of lottery arrangement. The she has drawn along her erratic path, and. right, and all in them that “is not right is’
plan is to sell 100,000 tickets to a grand
who are now puzzling themselves over her unworthy. These maxims are plain, "yet
concert and ball, to be given in the large history and asking for its moral. If that | not to be neglected.
building in Oct. next, at $3 each,—six of
can not be, we trust her mistaught follow - { It is not mean or selfish, but noble and
i
Li
4
these tickets to entitle their holders to a joint ers may
liberil, to stand firm to the demands of
be effectively warned by her downownership of the property.
The tickets
right and a pure conscience. 1t is a dic
fall.
>
are to be drawn after the manner of a lottate of a noble and generous nature even
tery. Thus the gentlemen who have the
Lo-adhere
to the great standard of right and
A Peculiar Secret Service.
debt of $210,000 and the building on their
duty. The sentiment of Joseph deserves to
hands, aim to sweep off the one and dispose
be inscribed in letters of gold: “How can I
The managers of the N. Y. Tribune have
of the olher. They appeal to the generous
do this great wickedness, and sin against
portion of the public for aid by suggesting been employing a new species of strategy God?”
Worthy to be inscribed on every
a gift of $50,000 to Mr. Gilmore.
They in order to learn the real facts connected
heart,
not
merely as a safegnard in great
appeal to the passion for sudden and un- with the management of thé Bloomingdale
temptations,
but in the smallest, in the
Insane Asylum. Serious charges have been
earned wealth, which is pretty common
very beginnings and elements of moral
made
against
this
management.
The
Asywhere the higher qualities are wanting,
action.
To the solicitations of wrong,
and hint at the prospget of realizing a for- lum is a private institution, and not a little
from
whatever
source or on whatever prepublic interest has been awakened by the
tune by a turn of pe
of luck.
tense, let there be rendered a prcmpt and
statements
made.
It
was
charged
that
perIt is against this last appeal that the
emphatic negative. Hold no parley with
Advertiser protests, It calls the operation sons were incarcerated there who had no
such an adversary, but shun the very apby its plain, direct name,—gambling. It insanity ; that they were kept after that fact pearance of
evil. The truly conscientious
became
obvious,
because
improper
motives
points out the real clement that enters into
heart
may
be
despised by the bad, but will
the lottery, that makesit mischievous, and were brought to bear upon the officers ; that command the unfailing Lomage of the good.
that has led to legislation against it; and the intd¥ior affairs of the Asylum were
—J.J. B.
then it seeks to show that this very element carelessly managed ; that the treatment acis really present in this arrangement for corded to the patients was often wanting in
A FLANK MOVEMENT.
General A. E,
paying the debts of the Coliseum company. humunity ; that communication with friends
was
needlessly
forbidden
to
the
inmates;
Burnside,
as head of the national nssoIt insists that these men of standing are
liable to indictment under the statutes; and that physicians connived at the removal ciation of soldiers, &e., hes called a
meeting at Pittsburg, meant doubtless’ in
that they are setting an “example of shuf- of patients to avoid investigation.
These were the charges. Of course they part to aid in the re-electionof their old
fling
and evasion in high Tife;; that they can
commander to the Presidency. 1t promises
bettér afford £6 march up and pay the bills, were denied, in gross and in detail. How
The New to be a notable, enthusiastic and ‘influenheavy as they ave, than thus to .contemn a should the facts be learned?
wholesome statute, debauch the public York Press is full of expedients to ferrét tial rally. * Some democratic officers, &c.,
conseience,and lend countenance to the bad out information, It hasa corps of skillful taking offense at this, held a meeting in

timely,and in demand.

and Reminiscences.

that the valley of the stream runs away to
But is not this style of doing things open
the south, that cool groves and a long level
to just criticism? Is there to be no limit to
‘hill behind which the sun sets li¢at the
the espignage and strategy and persistence west,

property’on an order obtainedby B.
Meyers, a dry goods merchant, who brought a’ ing pretense? May they turn eavesdropsuit against her and obtained a judgment of per, spy, pretended friend, invalid, lunatie,
the Court. Mrs. Woodhull stated to the
Court that she resided at No. 23 Irving- and what not, on the plea that they do it
in the iffterest of straightforwardness, and
place, and was associated with her sister,

follow-

Is It Gambling ?

Pictures

remained

all as will better provide for the wise, .dis- through it,
that there dre three blye hills
crimiative and humane treatment of suffer- and a
wavy green ridge at the east of it,
ers, - So far; one can be glad over the work,

of the Candidates.
IN

In one of the New York dailies, issued
‘a few days since, we find the following
item:

mon Pleas,

“Tt 'was accomplished.
institution as a real

the

gained

lead

in

great

quence, the

or

over

The Times having tak-

exposing

Tammany,

and

credit and profit in conse-

7'ribune

was

intent on

being

distributed.

It comes in the evening, and is brought by
private conveyance from a post-village two

miles away, All the country people for a
mile around then pour into the village, and
are eager waiters while the process goes on.

First, the mail team drives np with a dash

and a flourish, as though these were colonial
times and it had brought fresh orders from
the king. Then the bag is tossed with a
loud ** Here you are” into the arms of the

waiting post-master, who hugs it to his

bosom

with

every

sign

of affection,

and

picks his way, smiling benignantly over his
glasses, to a little -box-cage with a slidingglass door, built up among

the crates and

the barrels near the miiddle of the store,

where he shuts himself in for a brief time
with his seemingly precious charge, during
which the process of examination and assortment goes on. With what a sense of mystery we used to regard that little side office,
How we would stand on tip-toe, trying to

peer over the edge of “the high wood-work,

through the glass door, into the recesses of
the official retreat. .How soon the talking
would be hushed, while the waiting throng
stood in the most curious expectancy; vainly
imagining the strange things that might be
happening in that forbidden enclosure, while

the post-master examined, first and alone,

the contents of the mail-bag.
Now, all that
might not Le widely different from mailtime at most country post-offices. But pretty
soon there was a bustling inside the. little

case, a%slight crowding and jostling among

the anxious waiters, and the distingdishing
feature of this office disclosed itself. For
suddenly the little door was pushed back,

and there stood the official magnate, grasp-

ing in his hands the letters, and flanked on
either side by bundles of newspapers, the
names on which he proceeded to read in unmistakable tones to the eager listeners. We
will not attempt to state how mueh his importance was increased in the public estimation who received three or even two letters
at a mail. There was one firm across the
way that used sometimes to receive as many
as five or six at a time, and

then we would

be filled with amazement for days togetlier
over the great respectability of men who
did business with the world and received so

many letters from it.
But that was twenty years ago, just after
the meeting-house was built, before the tav-

ern was opened and the villagers began to
learn the ways of the world. Still, the postoffice preserves its characteristic features,
and the mail was read off last night in the
same old way, to a company that might
have been just as eager for letters, but showed

little of that curious veneration that insured

silence

during

meeting-house,

the

procedure.

But the

sad to say, seems to be fall-

ing into disuse. To be sure, it is. just now
radiant in a new coat of paint, and its inner
walls are freshly papered and bordered.
The cemetery also, which lies closeat hand,

‘has just received a new white fence, and
other signs of material prosperity are not

wanting.

But the evidences of Christian

living are painfully few. Nota dozen years
ago there used to be preaching here every
Sunday, prayer-meetings were well sus-

tained, and all the religious exercises were
distinguished by a fervor and faithfulness

that betokened the presence of the Spirit.
| Now there are only fortnightly services,
maintained by the efforts of a faithful few.
Harrisburg last week to protest, complain, The multiplication of sects is lessening reand make arrangements .for a convention ligious worship in the place, as it has in so
of soldiers ant sailors in the interest of Mr. many others. A few Methodists, a few Free

Greeley, to neutralize in part the testimony

ahead in overhauling Bloomingdale. It set feared in Grant's favor. The meeting was
one of its reporters, not much known in not large but warm ; in itself it did not sigNew York, to feign insanity, and set others nify much, but it threatened to getup a
to aid him ir his project to get committed h
for “ the sage of Chappaqua” from
to this asylum as a lunatic, in which process’ toto blue that would be heard across

he was to learn the methods and test the
fidelityof the authorities in the matter of
making commitments; and then he was to

We wish you could all come here, a

few at a time, and see the mail

Baptists, a few Adventists, and a good many
nondescripts,.

all

have

their

* special

points,” which they insist upon maintaining,
and the result is, the languishing condition
in which we find the religious sentiment ef

the yillage.

If every ism in.the place could

the coun
When the great roar is de- be set aside, and all the sects unite in suslivered : we shailEAT
hear it—perhaps,
taining preaching, prayer-meetings, Sunday
XY n
schools and a cheerful and active

Christia

hard words, They virtually accuse it of observe everything carefully in-doors, that
If any Q. M. Clerks have filed to send life, it would certainly be better for the welthey illustrate
and the laws Which lie be- phatisgism, of pretense, of malicious or he might testify concerning the actual man- returns for the next Register, lot them be ‘fare of the citizens,
and they, would be much
agement
mercenary
motives,
But
;we
do
not
see
of
patients
after
‘hind
thern,-“this'is
a”
work
'
worthy
“of
the
they
were
richest
protheir
yet voioe
forwarded by next mail, or they may be too surer of reaching the heavénly home. Tt is :
late.
‘
in his words. ‘Wherever faith | best minds, and which, propetly done, ¥n- that they answer its argument or break the nounced insane,
really too bad to find this place, where our

Christoudn, Tho

i

weight with multitudes,~perhaps the great-

and bad nothing to do but quietly

per-

jug-

which nine-tenths

and demolish his argument, ‘and vote his

word “science” is 4 very great. thing.

them, and

works the real mischief in every kind of
maddening ‘ liquors.—The * good wines”

per-

as

name

something

The ‘‘good wines,” even

sham-

an impertinence,

overcame

may

have

drowned the reader's voice.
That was
neither needful nor becoming.
It would
have been better to let him have his say,
and then quietly rule out his witnesses,
and

and

same

glery in it,

The disapprobation sometimes almost

effort a failure

It is thus stated:

wines” in the

ed and shocked, and they gave a decided
and not very quiet expression of their feel-

ing,

He too evidenmily blunders in at-

chance have

met a

sons in the audience were surprised,

name.

It might not be impertinent to commend

just the opMany

word as the final judgment of true science.
He only presumes when he speaks in her

this incident to Mr. Swallow’s atteution.
His attemptto deal with the spirit of intemperance, by
conjuring
with ‘good

It will take

Indeed, his views

Swallow, and to the attempt to palm off
his own audacious, self-reliant but feeble

prevailed against them, so that they. fled
out of that house naked and wounded.

those who are putting themselves in the
thunder and foam against the rocky head- | way of terrible temptations by their indulJand or wreak their fury upon ‘the broad | gence.
:
and shelving beach. They have been ever | But another and peculiar difficulty is met
tossed with tempest and not comforted.
in the attitude taken by more or less men
Others have known rest for longer or in the name of science. An example is
shorter seasons. The loving trust of child- furnished by the proceedings of the Scienhood may have brought it. A surrounding
tific Association recently m session at
atmosphere, charged with the peace breath- Dubuque, Iowa.
One of the members, J.
ed into it by saintly souls, may have given C. Swallow,—the name seems a little
them for a time “calmness and quietude. significant,—rvead a. paper en
‘Providence may have dealt with them so the general use of good wines, as likely
graciously and bountifully that they were, promote, in various ways, social and nad
so to speak, soothdd by its caresses and
tional welfare.
There was nothing new in
made quietly glad by its large gifts. Or | his ideas.~ His argument was rieither skillthey may have heeded the call,
Come | ful nor forcible. His proofs do not appear
unto me,” and, while wearing cheerfully very conclusive. More or less of what he
the Master's= yoke, welcomed the bless- meant for illustrative facts were unfortuing carried by his promise.
But at length nately chosen,—that is, unfortunately for
the childish trust has given place to later him and his thesis. Men of far greater atquestionings
‘and strife ; the air that calmed tainments than he have over and over again
masters the soul’s inward

be-

tat of error. And in this case, we do not
quarrel with the demonstrations of science ;
we only object to the dogmatism of Mr.

leaped on them,

tion, and whose swells beat themselves into

Providence seems a stern opponent of the
heart ; or, saddestof all, the following disciple may haye forsaken the Divine Teacher, offended at some * hard saying” like the
%|
many who abandoned him openly while his
lips were dropping the divinest truths, or
giving way to selfishness and fear like the

who

And the evil spirit answered and said,Jesus
1know, and Paul I know ; but who are ye ?
And the man in whom the evil spirit was,

as it measures its strength against both in- the sting out of death. It will send the soul
ward and outward foes. It seeks peace to'heaven ready to breathe its air and enter
where storms are born and tempests have at once into sympathy with its eternal
:
their dwelling-place, and these make it peace.
their sport and plaything.
And so the
peace and rest for which it is fitted are
Science and Wine-Drinking.
wanting to its experience.
—
Be
Some souls have known nothing better
The friends of temperance find foes on.
than this-— commotion and weariness and
every hand.
Bad men will uphold liquor
““fear.. They have been tossed _and torn all drinking on account of the gain or the
their days. The spirit and tie flesh have gratification which they hope to derive
been in constant war. Life has never in- from it. For the-moral wrong, the social
terpreted to them the real - meaning of unimischief and the personal losses it inflicts
ty, of moral calmness, of trustful rest. they do not care much, simply beeanse they
Spiritual peace has come to them onlyas a are bad. Hostility is expected as a matter
bright vision, a blessed dream, a far-off | of course from that quarter. And some
glory, an -unapproachable heaven. Their | good men fight total abstinence through
inward history is symbolized by the story ignorance and misconception.’ They mean
of thé Wandering Jew,—Dby the
dove well. But they know not what they do, in
sent out from the ark while the floods cov- giving a semblance ot respectability to the
ered the mountains, —by- the trolibled sea traffic which lays Waste what is dearest and
whose billows rise and roll without cessa- most sacred, and furnishing apologies to

no longer

or

such man as this is not to pass unchallenged,
as though he were above criticism and his
theory could not possibly suffer’ from the

a warning.

-| Seeking it here truly will reveal, and ob-

—

scientist,

tempting to interpret her spéech. He justly incurs her rebuke for trying to put such
words into her lips. He is apparently only
copying the seven sons of Sceva, who,
hoping to gain some sort of notoriety andadvantage, tried to manage the evil spirits
by calling over them the names of Paul and
Jesus. The result is instructive and carries

ever others might envy him, he knew that
choicest produets of * her pen, and which our blame and pity were the feelings with
readers must know, make up a collection of which alone he could be properly regarded.
However others might find .peace and satreal beauty and worth.
isfaction in these other things, they brought
We will also send either of the above prehim vanity and vexation of spirit. They
miums to any present subseriber to the deepened his sense of want and loss. They
Star, who will make ‘payment for his own made him long for the old peace. God's
copy one year in advance, and also forward fellowship was the only source of rest for
the name of one new subscriber with $2.50, his soul. And so he bids it return to its
rest, and cheers it with a reminder .of the
and 10 cts. additional for postage, &c.
Lord’s bountiful dealing. He rouses himN. B. No percentage is adlowed on money
self to find and regain it. And it is his
‘sent for these premiums.
The number of again, as his after-songs of peace, and
copies of the Steel Engraving is limited, gratitude, and thanksgiving, and triumph,
and we can fill orders for it only till the tell us.
small lot is exhausted. Promptness will be
Itis the only real rest of other souls,
‘whether
it has once been known or comes
necessary in order to secure this rare work
as
a
fresh
revelation. Itis the chief thing
of art.
needed.
Seeking it elsewhere must fail.

Returning to its Rest.

a

longs to a scientific association,or who gets
a hearing in the circle of scientific discussion, or who. confidently utters his verdict
in the name of science as though he had
thus put his statement beyond question
and appeal,—the personal opinion of every

it felt

ments of his conquering sword, or'in the
precious spoils of war, or in the royal
magnificence of his palace, or in the compliments of his courtiers, or in the renown
that brought him homage from distant em-

Star, We make the following offer:

of which

mist,

But his soul had wanderé®, so that

Wishing to encourage the friends who
take an interest in the circulation of the

ject

Summer ' morning's

astray. Tt did ‘not now find itself quietly
at home with God. It sought rest ’elsewhere. It may have been in the achieve-

+

resh Premiums.

.

of the

caught up and repeated, as having an unequaled power to voice the deepest experiences of the soul. How fully must he

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.

reSeci-

ence is thus made a divine messenger and a
wise human teacher. Nor do we question
the propriety of calling in the aid of science
to determine the nature and influence of
alcohol, or the bearing of wine-drinking
upon the welfare of society.
But the personal opinion of every man

joyous and r¢stful heart like the lark’s song
WEDNESDAY,

and

of God.

4, 1872:

gladdest ‘an
»

)

J

.
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THE. MORN
—p————
ee

have

pioneers

kind of ministers for years past. Bro. Bartlett,
now removed to. Gardiner, was with them ten
years; Bro, Howe, six years, the good effects of
whose earnest and devoted services are now -be-

by-gone days,

in

preached

Stevens

and

where Knowlton and Mariner

have done efficient work, and where Tracy
and others have held faithful pastorates,

ing realized.

Their house of worship

to crowded
, audiences

Sabbath he was there.

ice and made it complete.

for its profound earnestness, the

hoard of & louie in a barn. Well 300 Sisto Mountain unges ©
tore,

and they have their own way of doing things
there. Besides, we had planned to celebrate
in

fruitfo

’

It was only a neigh-

drove us to the barn,

I fields, and wi.

now-a-days, the

we read

has especial interest only for the writer.
And so we might go on to mention a stroll
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School boo. published this inky

Price

forward three bottles GRATIS to the addressof any
one so nithenticated. Insist that your druggist or«
der it for you, It costs but 35 cents, and one bottle
will save many doctors’ bills.
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The recent primitive Methodist Conference of
Canada established salaries of married men as
follows : Besides house rent, part furniture, and
children’s allowance,in cities, $650; in towns,
stations, $450 and their
$550; and in country

LAWRENCE, N. Y., Q. M. will hold its81 next session
with the church in Pierpont, Sept 20
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Resolved,

.

8. 8. convention.

organize

a

by letter

represented

be

each school
delegation
and9. That

we

M.

as a Q.

That

the strennous efforts of the
montane

’

penile, vn,

clergy—the

TTY,

.

candidates make a poor showing.

Foreign Mission.
N Y, per I J G G Moshier,
646, Lowville,

Box

i - But
finally did.

we

are becom-

1 Resolved,

tose

Denominational News and Nets
Ministers and Churches.
i

have received

from

the Clerk

the

That

Q.

this

M.

and

Romanist

Protestant

and

its

Rev. Mr. Riley, who has
heartily sympatize hs Se action of the Xe,
planting churches in Mexico,
that
in regard to our Mission at Cleveland, and
we will co-operate with the agencies employed | are at least 5,000 Germans in
i
church in which they
mission station,
Sth} stable) tiie | ® single
this missien
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to make
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church in Fairwater, Wis,, some resolutions
passed by that body, complaining of the action

CHURCH

POLITY.

of Stephen Mann, No Jackson, Pa, per AD
stateri

1. Resolved, That we consider members under

of the Waupun Q. M. for demanding the eredentials of Rev.J. D. Vandoren, who was at the

an unsurmountable barrier to his ever returning
to his toe patient and long-suffering Mother.

|
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CE TOOL COMPANY, R.X
PROVIDEN
St. N. X.. PROVIDENCE, 5.1.

| 11 Warren
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:
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88
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ith full
tal » MANUF
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FOR $1.--50,000
ACTURING CA., 9 Chambers St., | TRUE TIME
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New York.
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C.0. LIBBY,

Special Notices.

adelphia, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio, Sprin

J

ol.

lids wherever residing.
Price per single case of two

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

3 § 5 § §¢%

88

very attractive church-building in the village,

well united, and enjoying
manent growth, Some very
have gone from this church
or to he at home and forever

a gradual and pervaluable members
to labor elsewhere,
with the Lord.

The Rev’s Phinney, Deis Bray and Walker;
with many others, have finished their course

“with joy. Others of great age survive, as Dea.
Carsley and Mother Dawes, of 92 years respectively, who have professed religion three fourths

on

of a century, and seem ripe for the kingdom of
heaven. Bro, Davis, the present ¢hurch clerk,
has faithfully served as such almost from its be.
ginning} with a family thoroughly in earnest ig
sustaining tho medns of grace amongthem.

The church hag boen

blessed

with the right

ST. JOSEPH VALLEY Y. M.

the

Evangelical Alliance

Calhoun and No. Branch, No.

that

was to have been held in New York, was post:

poned on account of the German and French war.
It is proposed to hold it in Newark in 1873, and
Dr. Schaff is now in Europe to make arrangements for it.

One great

obstacle

to be removed

was the alienation existing between German and

French Christians, in. consequence Ff the war.

Dr. Philip Schaff, however, bas succeeded in get~
ting the French branch of the evangelical alli
ance to agree to appoint delegates to the generhl
meeting of the alliance to, be held in Newark

in the fall of 1878, It is not without difiiculty
that the French Protestants have been induced to
meet their German Protestant brethren, even on

the platform of the ‘evangelical alliance. The
wound’ madeby the German invasién ard triumphs 1s still ténder.
/

FEMALE WEAKNESS. —VEGETINE acts directly upon
the causes of these complaints. It invigorates and
strengthens the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays inflammation, cleanses and cures
ulceration, cures constipation, regulates the bowels,

headache and pains in the back cease; in fact there
is no disease or complaint where the VEGETINE gives
80 quick relief, and is so effective in its cure, 48 in
what is termed Female Weakness. It has ‘never
failed in one instance. .
One form of Catarrh begins with uneasiness of
nose; the nose is obstructed by the thickened lining
membrane and feels dry, a desire to pick it, bleeds a
little, sores soon start, spread and get deeper, orastd
form on them large and hard to get away, matter diecharges, flesh is'eaten and the bone decays; breath

very offensive and face becomes disfigured, Terri-

{ ble

disease!

Nothing (will

}
~

cure.but

Dr.

Pierce’s

Branch.

H

“Chi

‘hicago,

i

Hancoo

8t. Croix.
Turkey
1

“ouston must be certified by

or other responsible persons.
Where druggists do not keep it, invalids

close a certified check or Post-office

:
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B. ASSO.

arpers Ferry,
Winchester. .
o
. M’8 not connected with any Y. MM."
Barry & Allegan, McLeah, So, River, (Iowa) St.
Frances, Salem, ( Neb.)
i

DR. 8. 'S. FITCH,

The Latest and

People

Price

BY MARY

Istablished

1860.

Randal H. Foote & Co.,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,
70 BROADWAY, N.Y.
STOCKS AND BONDS, BOUGHT
SOLD ON COMMISSION.

GOLD,

AND

REFERENCES.—Jay Cooke & Co.,N. Y,; Mechan-

|

| ics Banking Association, or any old Banking House
or Commercial Agency in New York.
N. B. Pampelet on“ WALL STREET AND ITS
OPERATION S » furnished free on application,
:
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Prof. FOWLERS GREAT WORK
On Manhood, Womanhood,
Inter-relations:

Send for specimen
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Power,
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pages and circulars, with terms.
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Also for CAMPAIGN GOODS.
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GOODSPEED’S
EMPIRE
PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, New Orleans or New
York.
;
12w27

SEAVEY,

FOSTER

& BOWMAN,

MANUFACTURERS

OF

THE

Eureka Machine Twist,
500 and 100 yard Spools for hand or machine use; 1
oz nd } ounce Spools for manufacturing purposes.
nd
the

Eureka Button-Hole

Twist.

10 yard Spools, ALL of which are warranted in every

| reg ect. For sale at retail by all Trimming Stores,
| a ‘ f at wholesale by the manufacturers, 42 §ammer
eet, Boston,

©

0

i,

P.0.BOX1079, PITTSBURGH PA,
Breech-Loading Shot Guns. $40 to $300. Double Shot
Guns, $8 to 150. Single Guns, $3 to $20. Rifles, $3
to $75.

Revolvers,

86 to $25. SEND STAMP EOR PRICE-

LIST. Army Guns,

Revolvers, dc. bought or traded for.

eowl2w3i2

You want
{
|.

TABLE KNIVES and
Always enquire for
Stamp—They

$3.5

FORKS,

‘MERIDEN CUTLERY CO.S”
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EMPLOYMENT

For Ladies and Gentlemen in their own homes that
will not interfere with ordinary occupation. Address

4t32

Randall & Co., 769

———

Broadway, N. X.

2

Welch & Griffiths
ESTABLISHED

& CO,,

Publishers of Religlou® and Sunday School Books,

138 JOE
and 40 Cornhill,
BOSTON, MASS
:

to

WATERS,

OFFER.— HORACE

A GREAT

I
Authot of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them }
All orders promptly filled by

D. LOTHROP

en-

order

dispbseot ONE HUNDRED
148 Broadway, New York.will
ORGANS of six first-class
PIANOS, MELODEONS and
makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely Low Prices for
cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
New 7 octave first-class PIANOS,all modinstallments.
ern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready a new kind
N, the most beautiful style and perfect
ORGA
PARLOR
of
Hlustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
tone ever made.
Music, Instruction Books, and Sunday -sehool Music
1y22
Books.

15 Cents,
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may
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Best for Young

money

BROS, 227 South Front St., Philadelphia.

WHITNEY

PRECIOUS WORDS!

X ILL. XY. M.
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nal views differ from ours.
ports great success in the Methodist missions
It is stated that the church did mat their denominatio
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SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1872.
the hand of fellowship
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members
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900
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probation,
3. That we consider baptism by immersion a
plated; that Mr. V.is accounted by the ehurch
Trains leave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
a member in good standing, and a worthy min- pre-requisite to full membership.a church by letter and a large corps of effective native preachers.
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P.M. P.M.
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beyond
members of Christian churches.
Of 18,000 in
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‘When
Had

your nose Mount Vesuvius,
mouth’s the Mammoth

Have vanished with their mystic light?
.

From task to task, 1 labor on;

"And oft; when spring weaves o'er the lea
Its soft, green web with flowerets set,

EL eno

, Sweet are the memories of life’s morn,
Sweeter than aughtifs noon supplies;

in dis

and

That all the best and fairest here

That all the glorious dreams of youth,
Its raptures that we fepl no more,
Are but faint memories of ‘the truth
Brought with us from that better shore.

He dimly guessed, but now we know
That not a joy that youth can feel,
That not a pleasure here below,

Equals the bliss the heavens conceal.

show you just how it is.

And ’mid life’s toils and cares, how sweet,

right straight.

‘When phantoms of past joys arise,

gourd.

side is a negro

the

earth.

Pleaseth my wounded pride.
That swept my heart like floods of rain,

getting lower and

Distil like silvery dew, O rain,
Fhe gentle lilies droop;

lower;

here, and it’s all dark,

when
just

see

and

then

it's

and

now,

‘when

it’s night,

and then you'see the sun, and you

sun is Up.

Che Family Circle,

and

stood

took

a step backwards, and stood defiant,
though her holiest faith was in peril.

got something

to

of the

into

it has

the

her hoecake, placed her arms akimBo,

C—

Silva’s cabin, on her return, late in

But all the while

say

still, and you have been moving.
Now
don’t you understand how it is?”
‘“ An’ you all ’spects me to b’lieve dat?”
Aunt Silva, oblivious to the scorching of

‘Aunt Silva and Geography.
7

Sukey, bursting

and

80 it goes on, till yon come up top again,

From a-dear lip that tremblingly
Dropped that pure dew of love for me.

Aunt
the

af-

ternoon, from her
ay ig school.
Aunt Silva gav
alt which she
~ was putting on a griddle over coals, a few
additional pats, rounding up the edges;
lifted her portly figure from its stooping
posture, and said, a little resentfully,:
* What's de sense uv me -a-guessin’,
when I knows ? ’'Tain’t no riddle yer
’s’spoundin’ to me.”
“Well, tell, if you know,” challenged
Sukey. “ Why don’t you tell ?”
“Is yer axin’ kase yer wants de knowledge, or kase yer wants to stump me ?”
*“ Oh! Ijust want to see if we think

alike about it,” said Sukey.

¢* To be show, all sensible pussons
ken see straight, tinks ‘like ‘bout it.

dat
De

_.yearth, as nigh es I ken ’spress it, is’ jist de

“ Yes, you

got a speck

must

of

believe

gumption

it.

You

as
ain't

if you

don’t,”

replied Sukey, wariniy.

‘“ S’pose I'se gwyne to b'lieve dat I libs
on a slippery, slidery ball, and goes sailin’
roun’ an’ roun’, wid my head hangin’ up‘ards, an’ down’ards, an’ sideways,

fust

on

dis shoulder, den on t'other? Tell yer
what, Miss Sukey, yer can’t fool a Williams
nigger wid no sich talk. Yer'd be in a
heap better business ef yer'd go and tell

yer yarn to a Coleman nigger, or mo’ like
to dat Af’ican on de udder side uv dat water-million. I ain’t no ignunt, oncivilized
heathen, dat don’t know nuffin.”

‘ But, Aunt Silva,” cried Sukey in desperation, ¢ you must believe that the carth
turns round. I'll tell pa if you don't.
Can’t you understand? Haven't gyou got

any understanding ?”
“Yes,

know.

:

Iisgot a heap

uv

.
it, I let yer

I's got ficient un’standin’

to ‘ceive

dat ef I wus like dat pin, hangin’

sideways

shape uv dis hoecake, ef it wus baked roun’
and tidy, and didn’t have no ragged edges

on to a water-million, I'd fall off uv

it and

and de sky is builded all ober us, jist like

break ebery single rid in dis mawtal

body ;

a diverted teacup.

It's jist like, in the

secun’ place, es ef de

big soap-kittle wus

turn top side down’ard, unto. a plank;
lib on de plaak, Tike.”
;
:

we

“ And do we live on the inside of the

earth?” asked Sukey, with .a wise twinkle
in her eye.
;
‘Why, not*zactly ; butwe does too, after all. Yer see, its jist dis way. Now,

look yere, Miss Sukey, yer see dis yaller
bowl. Now T tarn it ober on dis stool.
Now, we lib on dis stool, under de yaller
bowl; de yaller bowl cubers us all ober,
like yer maw’s pacsel.”
¢ No, Aunt Silva, that aint the

way,

at

“all,” said Sukey, looking like a philosopher,

but with her eyes wide open with eager
are.
B PETIT TEIN

and ef I wus hangin’ under de bottom here,’

I'd jist fall, head for'ards, to de marcy
knows whar, and bust my skull clar open;
an’ when I got roun’ dis side, I'd fall
and break my back.”

:
L}

E

:

rity.

Barth is round like an. apple,

-

N

‘¢ Hush,
to make fu

ehile; tain’t right
sia8 God made,”

said Aunt Silva, shaking Her head

IY iy

solemn-

“ Th’ tiot, making fun, It's true,

earth is round;
the

teacher

told

me

the
all

aboutit to-day, and
I learnt it in my 'geography. The earth is round like a ball,
real truly,

Aunt Silva,

and it moves; the

sub doesl’t movesihic
‘eatth vioves round

the sun, and that makes Heit lookbf likeALD the| | sun
moving.”

hr dt On

“ Now look yere, Miss Sukey Coleman,

pi Ay dt fale tho Bi bowie

pa

de west uvide

Is

foolish nigger childan.

Jt be pokin’

“fun at!

eh far Kase youall °

Hitvks
Raine

Af

Bi we AF iit,to. bo. coal:

2
oval

Bo

My

an’ I's

eye-sight

to be

melt-

something, his father said to him:

you are young,

and

you

are

pretty,

But one diy

“ Yer’s a mighty foolish

chile,

Miss

Su-

key, mighty foolish, *sid’rin’ yer

got. Will-

iams blood in

pin,

yer\veins.

Dat

she's

stuck in de water-million; but is I sharpened down toa pint, and stuck into. de
yearth ? Jist look at me, and

let. me

know

ef 11s!” and Aunt Silva lifted her blue
white striped
cotton dress,
broad feet apart, with the toes

and

placed her
turned out,

sleep.

An’

‘sides

me,

“Why,

the

whatever

would

came

yes, pa,” said he,

said to him.

to ask

for

*‘and I do" love

Presently, however,

he(came

running back.

tells. lies, kase

Yer teacher larnt yer dat nonsense, bout
| dé yearth turnin’ roun’, an’ den he had to

splain it ‘way by de udder nonsense uy de
i

\

I
i

0)

powers,—vigorous

and

comprehensive

thought, scholarly and sometimes
his style, proving

himself

at

in

his

magnificent in

once

an attractive

‘and stimulating writer. But he shows himself
capable and skillful in this new field. He has

‘And, pa, haven't you often told me

that

fore

Many, many years ago, Tilly, long beyou or I were born, each one of the

Bible

it

fell

into

the water,

somewhere,—

perhaps it was a great ocean, or may be
only a river, but it lay in some place where
the waves washed over it, and rolled it
about, and very slowly those waves wore
off the rough corners and edges, and very
slowly the rough stones grew smooth. If
you had looked at it one May-day, and not
seen it again

before, till

after a gr eat while all the

rough” part was gone, and what was left
was this beautiful round pebble.”
Tilly handed over the two that she was
holding, while the Stone Professor talked,

and

tried to make believe they

looked as

he said they used to; but it was. hard work
to think anything so soft as water could
have worn off such hard stone.
. *“And this is another treasure, I suppose,” picking up a pudding stone that

peeped

* The

silver

is

mine

from the little ruffled

The Whisper.
—

Unclé Joe being ‘“‘stumped” by the children to tell a story about a birch-tree, began
as follows :
:
“There was once a lovely princess who
had a fairy for a godmother.
This young
princess was, slender, graceful, and very
fair to behold. She usually dressed in
green, green being her favorite color.

‘his priuecreature would have been a
great favorite but for her very troublesome
habit of whispering. She had always some
wonderful news, or seemed to

have, which

pocket of everybody must hear privately; so no wonTilly’s apron; *‘ maybe you think this stone der tha t she came to be known, at last, by

‘was made so; but it was not. - Once upon a
time, a little pile of gravel stones lay in a
hollow all by themselves.
There came a
great rain, and washed some soft, sticky
mud down and covered them all up; it
squeezed itself in among the little stones,

the name of The Whisper.
:
‘Now, this conduct was very displeasing
to the old fairy, who, being of a hasty temper, ‘would often become angry, and scold
and threaten her, though, when good-natur-

and filled every crevice; then,
rain was over, the sun shone

and drop gold in ‘her path.
“The princess, as may be imagined, liked
to see herself well dressed, and every year
she saved up the gold which her godmother
had dropped, and spun and wove herself a
fine golden mantle. The fairy was quite
willing to find her in gold to spin, and all
would have gone well only for the habit

when the
on it and

up

and

under

sand,

there it lay,

time, till the mud

and

earth,

and

stones,

growing ‘harder

all the

was a dark brown

itself,

when some one was digging there one day,
and found this

brown

stone, all

tle stones, that look like the

full of lit-

raisins in your

grandma's Thanksgiving pudding,and thet's
why they call it plidding-stone.
Tilly laid down her pebbles and examined her queer little bitof pudding-stone,
and then laid all three in a straight row

up her
and

some

mind

label

to put them

them

precious

in her cabinet

* gems,” as she

things in

the

had seen

Profesgor’s

ed, would smile

most

pleasantly upon her,

above mentioned, which habit, I will say in

passing, was very
breezy weather. *

strong

upon

her in

“But one day the old lady, who was, as

has Béen remarked, of rather a hasty turn,
becameso provoked that she lost all patience with the Whisper, and touching her
with

her

wand,

changed

her,

quick

thought, to a slender gre en tree.

‘“ ‘Now stand

as

there, and whisper to the

cabinet labeled. But
fessor went on:

just then the

Pro-

along, and left his foot-

old king who comes this way eviery year,
storming and raging and making a great
bluster. "He gives then white ones instead,

prints in it; and the sun dgied the mud,
and therq the tacks weney and the sand but they are not so pretty.”
i
blew over them, and covered them, entireSay, my children, do you know who
ly from the view, and at last the gray mud | old king is ? "Our Young Folks,

this

Unawares will help

to sustain the very envige

ble reputation which the author gaine
d

through
the publication of its predeces
sor,—The RoseGarden, Not eminent for geniu
s, not dramatically exciting, not profound fu
its reach, it is
nevertheless a very pleasant and
wholesome

thing,

.

SEPTIMIUS FELTON; or, The
1
Elixi of Lif
B
Nathaniel Hawthorne,’ Boston: r Jame
s Ii Os.
good & Co. 1872.

16mo. pp, 299.
:
Had Hawthorne lived, it is by no means likel
y

penetration,

supposes her.a sincere and philosophic worshiper
of Baal and Ashtoreth, alive to the grand and

monplace and the hackneyed, that it is not
easy
to decide either what he might or might not
have
done. Tt has no lack of genius, power,
or fasci-nation, but much in it is suggestive of the morb
id
and audacious, while the somber features are
now

gives evidence of his catholicity, his

his power of analysis and imagination. He niakes
Jezebel less a moral monster and more a real
woman of genius thun the referencesto her in
the Old Testament narrative would shggest. He
@sthetic

religion symbolized by

features of the

mythols

acquainted with the Greek

ogy and art, quite ready to admit the worship of
the Hebrew Jehovah among other divinities, but
so strongly opposed, on the ground of conviction,

taste and policy, to the exactions, claims and inof the Hebrew religion, that she felt

tolerance

to forestall its

and
impelled to resist its demunds,

purpose to root out the worship of Baal and Ash-

toreth, by ordering the destruction of the whole
fraternity of Hebrew prophets who insisted on
correct.

He
He

thinks

any deity except Je-

to

of her probubly

this view

makes

some

of the most

eminent personages of the period, makes the Dido
The production is really
of Virgil her niece, &¢.
one of freshness and power, and there are passages worthy of men whose names stand high
among poets, The author says he has put his
heart into this piece of work, and he has also évi~

dently put his brain into it.

It throbs with lifé;

and the reader often finds his pulses greatly quickened as the action proceeds and the impassioned
speech magnetizes the soul. The poem deserves
to live among the choicer products of its class,

of the volume, and the

legitimate application of the rules ought not to be
missed in view of the numerous and excellent
illustrative examples and classified selections for
practice collected in the latter part, The science

to go hand in hand.

It

seems to us an excellent and timely work, and
ought to he made serviceable by any earnest man
or woman who tries to render it a means of improvement in elocution ; though, as a sort of textbook in the hands of a competent instructor, its
merits and adaptations would be much more certain to exhibit themselves,
:

By

Laurent

Laporte.

Translated
from
the
by Virginia
re nch
~ Vaughan.
Boston: Roberts Brothers.
1872.
16mo. pp. 201. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
THE VICAR’S DAUGHTER.
An Autobiographical Story.
By George Macdonald.
Being a
Sequel to “Annals of a Sule} Neighborhood »
and *‘ The Seaboard Parish.”
Same Publishers, &c.
16mo. pp. 389.
UNAWARES.
By the author of “The Rose: Garden
Same Publishers, &ec.
16mo. pp.
3.

These three books, at first sight, appear as
though they might have been run in one and the
same mold, and tliat mold had been fashioned hy
hands abounding in skill and impelled by a choice
ideal and an unexceptionable . taste. But the

chief attraction is where it ought to be,~in the
contents,
:
Sailing

on

the Nile is full

has appeared in installments in the A& antic
, and

we are virtually promised yet other

of the vivacity and

striking

things from the author's unpublished and unfin
ished manuscripts through the same medium.
It is a unique and effective book, for Hawthorn
e

was capable of writing only books of that sort,

MIDDLEMARCH.

- By George
York:

A

Eliot.
arper &

Study

of Provincial

Life.

In two vels, Vol. I. New
Brothers.
1572.
12mo. pp.

By general consent, George Eliot,~alias Miss
Evans, alias Mrs. Lewes, —~is assigned the first

position

among

living

English

novelists,

We

think her entitled to the distinction. Her works
seem to lack no essential element of power and

value.

Strength and grace, genius and art, large

learning and eminent common sense, enthusiasm

abounding

in philosophy but ever dealing with

the vital facts of life, often merry but ever having
an undertone of gravity and serfousness, always

truly human yet picturing religion so that it now

and then mounts into the empyrean, sces things

that are invisible and breathes the air of the im-

mortal realm,~these are the qualities which
prove her mental royalty, give her a firm hold

1872. 12mo. pp.
58 . Sold by D. Lotlirop& Co.
Perhaps the title of Prof. Hami]l’s volume may
mislead a little, and so operate unfavorably upon
two classes of persons.
It may deter more or

and the art are meant

and then relieved by pictures and touches of
beauty and delicacy such as Hawthorne knew
so
well how to execute, and flashes
of philosophy,
and wisdom well worth preserving. The work

over great characters and deeds and sympathy
with the masses even when they touch the lowly
places and things of life, a constant regard to historic truth coupled with a marvelous and sustained imagination, exalting justice and yet full
of a gracious pity for-the weak and tempted,

the characters are clearly conceived and well portrayed; the real dramatic qualities are present,

vious in thé earlier part

unique, and: scornful toward the pro
perthe
, com=

attractive

her a strong and

character, associates her with

SAILING ON THE NILE.

till the next’May-day came, I

suppose you would hardly have noticed any |
change, but it was a little different; every
spring it came out smoother than it was the
year

says,

and the gold is mine.”
Hag. 2:8.
God doesn’t give us money
to keep:
he only lends it to us, to use for him,
and to do good with. And when we die,
he will call us to give him an account of the
use we have made of it. God loves to
give, and he loves to have his people give.
And when we learn to give, and love to
give, we become like God in this respect.—
Dr. Newton.

little pebbles wasa rough piece
stone
that had crumbled off from some great rock,
and

God

—

‘that he would have published this stran
ge, weird,
startling, iconoclastic and apparently purp
oseless
story in its present form ; though his mind
was so

and the treatment which it secures at his hands

God gives us everything ?”
:
“Yes; every good thing we have God
gives us. ”
“Nless ordinary students and average professional
“Well, pa, Like to give away the mon- men from purchasing the volume through a fear
ey you give
me; dont you love to give of inability to master it, and a desire for something simpler and more readily available for
away the money God gives you?”
practical use; it may also induce disappointment
The father hugged the little prattler in in those who really desire a full scientific treathis arms and kissed him, gave him what ment of the subject in question, and who will
her round cheek, he smiled a little, allto
he wanted, and let him go. And then that seek it in vain between these covers. Butneither
himself, and came and sat down by her,
of these classes needs to hesitate. The book has
while Tilly looked shy and glad, but didn’t father sat down to think over the question real science, and it has also plain, practical rules
which his dear child had. asked him. Like
speak a word.
for the application of the principles which find
- “You like them, do you?” said the Stone a great many other people, he had forgotten enunciation. There is nothing abstruse, technithat the money which he had was not his cal and dry on the one hand, and nothing arbiProfessor; ** well, I'll tell you a story about
own,
but God's. All the money in the trary, empirical and rigid on the other. The
them.
world
belongs to God. In one place in the reasons for the practical rules are made very ob‘¢

I's a bird came stalking

member wv, the church in. good standin’.

4

pp. 240.

“Papa,” he asked, “who - gives you the
money that you give away ?”
HE SCIENCE OF ELOCUTION : with exercises
I earn it by hard labor, my son.”
Is and selections, systematically arranged, for acquiring
the art of Reading and Speaking. By
‘But who gives you the strength to labor
S. S.
Hamill, A. M., Professor of English Litwith, pa?” ‘asked the little fellow.
erature and Elocution in Illinois Wesleyan
University. Nes york! Nelson & Phillips.
“God gives u#strength,” said his father.

——

one lie, I's gotito tell ét mofkiov to hide de just mud,—stiff, gray mud,—and a great
fust—not that I ever

16mo.

and the moral lessons and influence which it
offers are such as can not be too freedy supplied.

‘winds!’ eried the angry fairy.
:
“And sure enough she did. The pretty,
graceful tree did stand and whisper to
Why, we'd git up in de mornin’ an’ fine
‘¢ Here's this rough olde door-stone, Til- winds ever after, but always saved up
eberyting tipsy-turvy ; eberyting spilt and ly; all the scrubbing and scouring in the shine
enough, through the long sum
gone way down to nowhar.
An’, in de world could never make it smooth and days,
to weave for itself a golden ma
secun’ place, my old gran’'mammy wus er white like that one over the way.
But do and when decked in that was as pleased
as
Af’iean nigger, an’ I neber heard her say you see these queer marks in it,—just such a‘tree could
be to see itself so fine.
:
nuffin ’ bout hangin’ wid her head downmarks as the geese make in the mud along « ‘And that's the way, so I've been
Sold,»
‘ards in Af’ica, like dat pin.”
the edge of the gutter, only ever and ever siid Uncle Joe, laughing, ‘that birch-trees
‘‘ But the teacher says it is just as if so much larger? See; here is one, and began. «Go into the woods
any time when
there was a great strong man, at -the ~mid- here is another ; regular bird tracks.”
there's a light breeze stirring, and you may
dle of the earth, a holding in his hands the
“ Why, so they are,” said Tilly, getting hear them whispering, whispering,
whisropes that are hitched to you and to me,and
down on her knees, and laying her chubby pering. They never fail, howeve
r, to save
;
to the water pails, and.to the bedsteads,” fingers'in the marks.
up sunshine enough, throngh the long sumsaid Sukey, triumphantly,
‘““ And once upon a time,—you see it's mer days, to weave for themse
lves fine
- ** Now, Miss Sukey, talkin’ nonsense is, just like a fairy story,—once upona time, golden mantles. - But
these fine golden
fos all de worl’, like tellin lies. Ef I tell this old.door-stone wasn't stone at all, but mantles are sure’to
be spoiled by a rough
‘come uv de milk, an’ ‘de water, an’ de
wells, an’ de soff soap, an’ de ash-hopper ?

DAYS OF JrzEBEL.
Peter Bayne, author of * The Christian
Hoston: Gould & Lincoln, 1872.
Life,” ete.

having no altars erected

to give it.”
“But then you come to me for all you
give. It is not your own money that you
are so liberal with,”
This seemed a new thought to the little
fellow, and he turned away to his play,
perplexed a little by what his father had

Tilly sat on the old door-stone with her
two precious pebbles in her hand. They
were smooth and whiteand glistering, and
came from the shores of that wonderful
ocean that Tilly always dreamed about,
but never had seen. The Stone Professor
himself brought the pebbles to Tilly, and
when he leaned out of the windew and
saw the little maiden holding them against

jerked her headto one side, and looked
triumphant. ** Trees mought stan’ yer on the door-stone, They were very prewhirlin’ roun’, now up, den down, but I cious in her eyes, and she was just making
An’ how could I stay on

he

THE

hovah.

‘““Myggson, don’t you think you give a great
deal of money ?”

and

Tilly;s Lesson in Geology.
a

when

:

————

will not fail to exhibit
the
which we have sought to call atten qualities to
tion. Of the
.| story itself we do not now stop
to speak
than to say ti t it is always interestin , further
g and often
touching,
A Historical Drama.

those names,

victuals,”
And then,
on Sunday mornings, he
would come and askifor something for
the Sunday School Missionary Society, and
for many other things. His father wanted
him to form the habit of giving while he
was young, and so he always let him have

“

re

volume

most carefully studied his subject, after exhibiting originality and courage in the choice of it,

beggar at the door,” or “to the organ-grind:
er,” or “to the little girl that wants cold

dese years;
an’ bymeby
bother yer

baked it hard, and afterward it got covered

bedstead uv nights ? I'd be feared to go to

and

we live on the outside.”
bi
Sakey, looked at her companion as if she
expectedto see her overwhelmed by the
revelation.

agin,

“Why, the pin doesn’t fall out.”

ain't no tree.

\s

LS

Now,

you get around here, you can’t see, it, and
you say it has set; and now you're around

Fall silently as yester-eve ;—
There fell a low rebuke

cried

Afgjey.

here, just even with the sun,

Pour down as fiercely as the blame

earth?”

in

noon—the sun is straight over your head.
Then you go down, and down, as the earth
tarns round, and the sun looks like its

shape

wus;

** Don't, Aunt Silva, talk so! You are
my own dear aunty, and you are not old;

long

the sun, and then it's sunrise; now the
earth goes rolling over, and you get around

Pour down,O rain, and bear to earth
White lilies at my side;
To see some rifted, broken thing,

what’s the

an' al'ays

I can’t see it.

then

what he wanted for these objects.

This

as

you are on top, this way, you can

STOUT.

—

Silva, I've

I neber

ing out,

Supposin’ this candle is the

pin,” she continued, sticking one

Ww.

“Chidden.”

Agnt

in de smoke-house.

as dat

kneeling on the puncheon floor, hid her
face in the negro’s blue-checked apron, cry-

sage,

as your little finger into the melon, is
you, Aunt Silva, and this one on the bottom

“0

dull

Literary Review,

Mr. Bayne appears in a new role as a dramatic

I'was lately reading of a little . boy who,
was trying to be like God by being a giver.
He loved to give. He would go to his father sometimes half-a<dozen times in a day,
with his bright eyes sparkling, and his little round face all in a glow, and say:
“Pa, T want a penny to give to a poor

You'll see it all

sun, and this watermelon

To think hereafter we shall meet
‘With perfect joys in Paradise!

tell you! Guess

I'm

——

poet. As an essayist, eritic, biographer and edi~
tor he has proved himself the possessor of rare

The Cheerful Giver.

ed. /She hastened over to Aunt Silva, and,

said Aunt

here

I

it. "Here's a water-million.” She lifted a you won’t ever grow old, like granny.”
puncheon of the floor, and produced a - Granny was Aunt Silva’s grandmother.
melon from a kind of excavation under the
‘*“ Well, thar, now, don’t cry no mo’,
cabin, where the chickens were in the habit
an’ you an’ me'll go ‘simmon huntin’ when
of collecting for a wallow, or dust-bath. de ‘simmons gits ripe. Sakes er live! jist
Wiping it on her apron, she placed it in see we all’s hoecake! jist burnt to er coal I”
Sukey’s hands.”
** Don't bust it, an’ don’t
And, going to the fire-place, and gathering
yer say nothin’ to master bout it, kase, her apron about the handle of the griddle,
show an’ sartain, he’dsay I stole it outer
she whisked it off the coals and into the
‘“Dat's what comes uv ignunt nighis patch, wharvas I don’t never
steal yard.
nuffin.”
:
gers talkin’ "bout white folks’ comsarns,”’
** Now,” said the little iconoclast, *¢ I'll she muttered.—Little Corporal.

Is but a foretaste of the rest
That waits us in that upper sphere;

,-.ea

things

so.

hain’t been good fur a heap uv
I's gittin® ole, yer see, honey,
yer won't hev no Aunt Silvy to
no mo.”
And now it was Sukey’s turn

Wait, Ill get yer somethin’ ef yer mus’ hev

As perfume: when the floweret dies.

—

er fool ef

keeps my. meetin’ stockin’s an’

an’yarbs, an’

'AnkdsWeetest when that noen is gone,

so.

sakes, honey! you mustn’t take

de roun‘est apple,

it on to

slippers, an’ my sugar, an coffee, an’

Dimly but truly Plato guessed

—

“1

talk

de yearth moves roun’, an’ it's roun’er

turn-

Silva, authoritatively, hastening to the res-

cue.

to

did know nuffin ; but you's a gen'us, honey
—all the Williamses is gen’uses. Ob course

hold of an immense gourd, as large as a
pumpkin, and much the same shape, the

“ Don't yer tech dat gourd!”

Comes drifting sweetly back to me.

—

" “Law

ole meat-ax

like the apex of a pineapple cheese,
served as a cover to the receptacle.

Gone; bat their. perfume lingers yet,

ugly

and poor little Sukey began

my ignunce to heart

vine end of which had been cut in points,

1 struggle through a dreary waste,
© (zone are the dewy flowers of morn.

are real

actually to cry.
Aunt Silva immediately melted.

‘ May I have this?” asked Stkey, laying

With ceaseless toil, with feverish haste,

BY ADELAIDE

any more,”

see,”

ed over her hoecake, and, slapped
the hot griddle with an emphasis.

My cherished hopes of long ago

-

in, ** and you

4. 1ST.

Just think, little

Tilly, the bird that walked over this stone
may have died long before Adam was
made.” .
:
That was a long speech for the Professor,
but Tilly seemed to like it; and I am sure
you will.—Liltle Corporal.

said it was like as if we had ropes holding
us. Idon’t love you, ‘éause you won't believe me. You aint my Aunt
Silva

your

‘splain no such stuff,” and Aunt Silva

But as those battlements aglow
Sank darkly into solemn night,

looked that madé them.

** I didn’t say you was hitched to a rope,”
said Sukey, impatiently, who had been endeavoring for some minutes to get a word

“You all needn't s'pose I's gwyne ter
‘| twis' my head offuv of my shoulders to

* Whose radiant turrets stay the night.

5

me

that your

this candle, which is the sun, you

Like cloud-built towers at daylight’s close,

-

tie milk into a pail, an’ don’t I know thar
ain’t no ropes hitched unto me, kase can’t
I go wharever I want to, of Mistis'll let

teeth are them things in the cave—sat—satellites! And you can turn your head around

And filled my morning skies with light,

"©

and

Cave, and that

itself turned into stone. It was a grea
many years about it; and, in the meantime, the big bird and all its relations had
utterly disappeared; so that when at last
men dug up the stone and saw the curious
tracks, they could only guess how the bird

v’t de milk git spilt all de same ? Yer can't

| We'll play that your eyes’ are ‘lakes, and

‘When bright, majestic hopeswrose

~

true,

andif you'll give me something round, I'll
| explain how it is. What can I have?”
and Sukey ‘went looking and searching
around the cabin,
_ {* Help yerseff'! help yerseff! I ain’t"got
no mind to git nothin’ to ’splain your alls
nonsense by. Take whatever yer kin fine,”
she said, lighting her pipe, and seating herbut evidently interested..
“ Oh! let me take yodr head, Aunt Silva !

every bird sang lays of joy,
chimed in tune with my young heart;
every breeze that whispered coy,
some sweet secret to impart;

thar

was ropes hitched unto milk-pails, would-

self to smoking, with assumed indifference,

*

$'posin’

SEPTEMBER

upon the heart of the literary public, and assure
her that she can not soon cease to be a power in
the world of ideas. Her last work, only half oy
which is here, shows no abatement of her mental

force or literary preeminence.

to lack

cheerfulness

and

Its tone seems

hope, the

profounder

and more shadowy elements predominate over
the vivacious and sunny-faced; bat it is a significant addition which she hus heré made to the
half dozen volumes that went before it. We have
no épace in ‘which to put down any specifie state-

ment of the purpose, the plan and thé characters
which she

embodies, and

that

work

will

more

fittingly follow the second volume than the first.

The publishers issue it in a style uniform with

the excellent
works which

commended.

and cheap library

we

have

~~

heretofore

FF

edition of her
described and

Tune

A SMALLER SCHOOL HISTORY OF THE UNITED
STATES. from the discovery of America to the
year 1872.

By David B.

Scott,

author

of * A

Behool History of the United States.”

maps and
Brothers.

engravings.
New York;
1872.
16mo. Pp. 235,

With

Harper &

#Mr. Scott has done as good a work, so far as a

hasty examination enables us to judge, as any of

his predecessors in abridging and simplifying the
history of his country for use in the lower grides

of school.

Perhaps

the style might

have heen

rendered more simple with advantage, but it is
clear, exact, and not over-difficult.
His arrangement of the matter is good, the questions for review are well prepared, a just relative importance
seems to be given to the several periods and
events, and the mechanical excellences of the volume are all that even fastidious and exacting
teachers and pupils could ask.

HERMANN AGHA.
An Eastern Narrative.
By
W. Gifford Palgrave, author of * Travels in
Central Arabia,” etc.
New
York:
Holt &
Williams.
1872.
16mo. pp. 281.
Sold by E. J.
Lane & Co.
It is another of the Leisure-Hour. series that
these publishers here lay before us, bound in the
unique style of its predecessors, and holding a
tale that carries all the genuine characteristics of
the Oriént, but at the same time doing no real violence to the tastes, convictions and experiences

of the occidental mind.
lands that can

never

Asa picture of life in the

lose their interest for us, it

is especially good, having no lack of information

and possessing much suggestiveness.
us the best of the series.

Itseems to
French writer, especially when he is picturing
natural scenery and unfolding mental experiMessrs. J. R. Osgood & Co., Boston, add to
ences.
Though it tells nothing especially new of their Library
of choice novels, the two following :
‘he scenery, phenomena and life which other
LOVE AND VALOR,by Tom Hood ; ETHEL MILDtourists have met in making a run’ by boat from | MAY’S FOLLIES,
by the author of ** Petite’s RoCairo to the cataracts and the great ruins and
mance.”
In gemeral character, the novels put
back, yet in the clearness of its accounts, the perinto this Library are of a high order, wholesome
fect verbal photography employed, the jets of wit
in moral tone, of genuine literary merit, and atand humor, the allusions,
the similes, the "quiet
tractive in substance and style.
'Fhese last are
humor, the plays of fancy, the reported dayespecially such,
2
dreaming, and the power which puts the reader
The same Publishers have bound up in a pleasinto such vital sympathy with the author that he
ant volume the various numbers of the publieaseems almost a companion of the tourist, seeing
tion which they issued daily during the performwith his eyes, hearing with his ears, and feeling
ances in the Coliseum, entitled JUBILEE DAYS,
with bis vital sensibility,—in these respects the ‘with ample and striking
illustrations by Augustus
book differs from others, by communicating fur
Hoppin, setting forth the humorous featuresof
more to the reader than he is able to draw from
the great Peace Jubilee,
It is well worth prethe notes of other tourists. To read.it is to find
serving, and Hoppin’s genius has found a striking
some peculiarly enjoyable hours,
and pleasant embodiment in these pictures, both
To those who have read after George Macdonnatural and favciful, truthful and comic. It
ald, following him through the two works of makes a taking, suggestiv
e and mirth-provoking
which this is the sequel, and so dealing with his quarto of 72 pages, and
it will not give up all its.
Wilfrid Cumbermede as to let its abundant ap] influence on a single inspection.

vivid

coloring

which

distinguish

the

genuine

subtile influence really distil into the spirit, it is
not needful to speak any words of special commendation as we stand over ‘this new volume.
To others it may suffice to say, that he is a writer

of peculiar qualities and eminent though
very
quiet power, and that they find a very fair
and

adequate illustration in this volunte. His style is
simple, but is remarkable for what
a few plain

sentences will embody and suggest, Tt has aparently all the spontaneity of nature with
all

quisite finish of high literary art.

ing,

plague

almost

into a box,

chel Cardingford’s Book; Laying the Keel;
Junior Clerk,

The

The second is called SUNBERRY DALE LIBRA-

RY, and embraces the five 18mo, vols, whose fitles
follow : Christmas at Sunberry Dale; Harry Weston’s Battles; Nettie, Connie, and Silas; About
Common Wonders; Parables of Animals.

deeply and proclaim so much, though they seem
the author's pen

neatly, put

and contains four 16mo. vols, : Silverbeach; Ra-

clear expression to a half-formed thought or a

shadowy impression in the readers spirit, or seem
to solve some great problem that has to do with
man’s most vital rélation to'God., These apparent episodes, these revealing flashes of genius and
spiritual insight, these words that penetrate go
from

adapted to serve its purpose,~—to make the little
people wholesomely inquisitive, and reward
their search for the reason of such things as are

and made up of matter as choice as that which
generally comes from that source, and which is
meant, like this, to serve the young in real ways.
The first is called the SILVERBEACH LIBRARY,

baflled an earnest soul, or serve to give voie®and

to drop

about, 200 pages. It is meant for beginmers, and.
is every way a very fine thing and admirably

are bound uniformly and

embody the profound philosophy of a volume, or
long

by

in a little 16mae vol. of

their choice Libraries for juvenile readers, Sunday schools, &e., the members of each of which

el sentences will set an enigmatical personage

has

Dr, J, C. Martindale,

Messrs, Nelson & Phillips, New York, (successors to Carlton & Lanahan) send us three of

in a clear, dry light,or bring up from hidden
depths the very.core of a thrilling experience, or

or answer a question that

& Brother, Phila., publish

daily passing under their observation,

His

8 are always made to unfold themselves,
mever knows when a paragraph or a few

condense the results of years of patient thi

Messrs. Eldredge

FIRST LESSONS IN NATURAL PHILOSOPIY,

The third is called the LrrTLE BLUE MANTLE

without

premeditation and effort. —~these are’ the things

LIBRARY, and consists of ten thin 18mo. vols., of
which give to Macdonald’s works a charm, a fromm 50 to 60 pages each, forming an admirable
power and a mental aid moral value far beyond collection for the younger readers at home and in
anything attaching 6 the mere story which he
the Sunday school, They are all especially worthy
uses as a thread oh which to string his gems of of attention, and may be ordered in the full con-

thought and tis stimulants of the spirit,

This

fidence that they will serve high ends,
”

|

’
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lace,

amusement of the Baferos a procession
I witnessed a Catholic service, a summer | Below the streets run lines of Romanto paveof stately and beautiful shadows to reprelight
come

or two since, in the yery heart of New ment which still sometimes
England, which was a chapter of Charles | under the pickax and spade of workmen ;

0’ Yi alley come to life,~a bit of old Ireland
|
| West

t, takes

-Engli

World.

New

to dhe

bodily

transferred

nster Abbey, that

Toward nine_o'clock on Sunday morning, | times; the
the hour appointed for semi-monthly mass, | beside the

knights, belongs

ih priest

one

back

to Saxon
;

has kept watch

gloomy Tower

ames since the Conquest;
Church, with its

Temple

gate under

gathered about the
the people
the trees, while the ruddy and A

mausoleum of the

stood at the church door, aceosting those | termarriages of
who ‘entered with a loud heartiness that | their successors

to

the

the

Crusades;

the Norman kings
with foreign princesses

sent the great ones of the past. When the
shadows ef Alexander the Great and his
favorite
by, the’ Emperor can hardly
restrain
himself from po
to clasp the
hero in his arms, and has to be reminded
by the wizard that ** these are but shadows
not substantial.” Even then the Emperor
can ‘scarcely get over his impression of
their reality, for he cries:

by step in the various
abodes of which vestiabled ends and
cneeling within, He was a jovial and sym- | ges remain, There are
curious as anypathetic soul who eould (and did) laugh acer corners as old anmberg-—names
and
ing in Bruges or Nure:
with the merry
and grieve with the
"y
as plain as any-.
evident that laughter came far | traces of
but it was
-But they are pe
.
\ n
thing in
more natural to him than crying.

made every word he uttered audible to the | may be traced ste
people | religious and roya
peopl standing without, and to thé

1 have heard it anid

Had on her neck a little wart‘orolg;

the

beautiful

form which

on the
floats

Persous wishing obit

uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

obituary.

neck of

across hig

Furnishes College,

Verses areinalmissible.”

SARAH TAYLOR died in Canal, Venango
Pa, Feb, 19, aged 60 years and 2 months.

Co.
Sis-

1831, joined the F. W. Baptist
chareh in Canal
in 1840, and remained a worthy and consistent

member of the same until her death, She left a
husband and fiye children to niourn her loss.
Her children are all worthy
members of the
church of Christ, one son has fihished his edu-

v

”

Preparatory,

ical and Ladies’

weeks, .

E. TOURJER, Dean of Collegeof Music,

ter Taylor experienced religion in the fall of

That this fair lady, whilst she lived on earth,

and lo! {hore is the mark

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

&ec.

College of Music of oul University,
Bosin all departments
ton, Mass. Post
gradu
0
for advanced ry
es
Se t. 16, Send for Cireular, givin, oll artiouiars, to

Obituaries,

New England Catholic Priests. | yore that is picturesque and interesting in, ‘¢ Faustus ” the Doctor conjures up for the.
the way of architecture and reminiscence.

| Academies,

.

tl

The one distinct impression. we carry
away from Froude's history is that of the
living reality of his figures. In Marlowe's

‘In zo Sty ol Europol had Smosh Sid,
be found
them together—can
in not all of

Dud

more formidable, of the turbulent popu-

Froude as a Historian.

Past and Present in London.
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MAINE CENTRAL INSTYTUTE i
PIITHFIELD, ME. |
Normal,

Academ-

course or study,

«

»

Terms,

10

:

Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.
Winter term commences
Nov.7, 1872,

PIKE SEMINARY,

GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
REV.

The FALL TERM of this Institution will open Aug.
28, 1872. The Endowment Fund is almost secured,
and will be raised the present i ear. A new Classi‘onl and Seientific course of study
has been arran
and Slasses in {he same yin he armed at once.
i
as been repa!
al
ch e
be, New
RominarY have been employed, ne Ro Pains will be
spared to make the school one of the best, We are
now prepared to fit young Ladies and Gentlemen for
Coll
n the most hotoush ‘manner. Good accomone of the new
I. artington,
on for hoard.
gto, in Europe, an a
teachers, has spent nearly two years
on his return enters upon the josition of
Modern Languages in this Institution. Free tuition
to Teachers, Teachers’ class formed at the opening
of the Fall term.
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MELCHER, A. B., Mathematics. and Greek.
PARK, A. M,, Natural Sciences and Philosophy.
PORTER, L. A., English Language and Literare
FREDERICK PARTINGTON, German and French.
EVELYNE PIERCE, Instrumental Music,
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field of vision. Mr. Froude's shadows are
th
® Secretary
:
Pittsfield, Maine.
Ci A. FARWELL, Secretary:
ia
81
like this
; so deceptive, so seemingly vital cation at Hillsdale college and entered the min.
and real; with the beauty and the blot istry. The church has lost & worthy and active
Le had concluded, at 9.15, a boisterous and | lost, swallowed u by the Protestant, the alike conspicuous; with oh
NICHOLS. LATIN SCHOOL.
de
and member, but
its loss
is
her infinite
gain,
most jovial conversation with Mrs, O'Flynn ['natonail, the m old, or they are new and passion of the hero, and th¢’heroine’s white Funeral serviees by the writer. A ve
JE. SHEPARD, Pres. Board of Trustees.
rge
FALL TERM begins Monday, Aug. 19, 1872.
or
new
vither
are
|
heard
was
which
and
attentive
congregation
listened
to
the
8of
word
at the door, every
Mr. Froude's course, and followed her remains with sadness
Tuition, $28.00 a year.
and the wart on i
have hac an early season of| neck
LASELL FEMALE SEMINARY,
by every member of. the waiting congrega- | 01d: they
a great whole soul, in fact, is in the human beings to their final resting place.
then
and
prosperity,
al: JORDAN, A. B,, Principal, with three Assist.
E.
8.
BUMPUS.
and
power
oh
toin,he entered the church,and proceede
:
AUBURNDALE, MASS.
alt, when life has been suspended for cen- whom he meets as he unfolds his narrative.
BLiZABETH MILY died July 6, aged 65 years
the altar, before which he knelt, holding his
Four years Classical Course, including Greek.
The special work of this school is to fit students
for
He
is
not
an
historical
romancist,
as
‘some
|
stimulates
impulse
another
and
6
months,
She
was
converted
at
the
age
of
then
turies;
Prices reduced last year. Music under direction of College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
straw hat in his band. His prayer ended,
‘of
his
critics
have
called
him.
He
is
a
ro19,
and
for
about
forty-six
years
lived
the
Christhorougha
DR. EBEN TOURIEE. Accessto all the advantages | heingcomposed of only one department,
he went into a small curtained alcove at | their vitality, and once more they flourish
Past mantic or heroic portrait painter. He has tian life. - At the time the Free Baptist church of the N. E. Gonsgrvatory. artio far attention paid ness m.doing their work is secured from both teachs
the side, where his priestly robes were and grow strong; and between the
to common branches.
ers and
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organized
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pages
which
may
ext
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Pri in London there has been no halt, no wonderful eyes of Cesar Borgia or the soul- 14: 13. All felt that the sermon
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that existed between Bro. Phillips
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hundred
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i a
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Ridgeville, Ind., J uly 10, 1872.

\

CEORGE MACLEAN. Publisher,

e

,

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$200
Room rent, per term, from

.

free.

for terms, &¢.,

Write

the schoo

WARREN F088, Sec.

EXPENSES.

last an

con-

' RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
: The FALLTERM will begin Aug. 20 and close Nov.
,

LIE WIS’

1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest book
ley:
ever sold by subscription, Agents, the
eager for such a book, and will urge you to bring
1917

The location of a permanent teacher, and the
education

DAO

x

MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECR.
or,
It is by odds the most taking and saleable book n
1. Itis on a vitally important subject :
the field.
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. }

(3)

a thorough academical
has presented for years-

miss choice
® of territo!

OUR DIGESTION;

Tuition from $3.50 to $5.00.
3,00.

yor you will

]

(there is a rush for itjon

N.

Institute, Cum

'
E

‘greatest work.

2, 1872.

. Rooms fo r self-boarding may be' obtained at reasonable rate ¢. Board in private families from $2.50
to

Tuesday,

M. E. SWEAT, Sec.

ACADEMY,

STRAFFORD

the funeral services of the little boy, they were

Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.
PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY

Sec. ¢ Treas.

The Fall Term of this Institution will commence
Tuesday, Aug. 20, and ¢ ontinue eleven weeks, under the instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently

a moment,

the time

closing Nov. 22.

WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address,

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

the last, yet she had such unwavering trust in
God her Saviour, that to question his goodness

13 weeks,

Aug. 27,—continuing

FALL TERM opens

Board and Tuition at the same rates as Jormerls.
Will the friends send us some students for this
term.

WinroxN, IOwA.
Commences its Fall Term Septentber

AUSTIN

De-

Music

of the

The SUMMER TERM will commence on
May 14th, and continue ten weeks.
M. K.
MABRY, Principal.

June 20—~Commencement.
September 4—Fall Term begins,
December 4—Winter Term
begins.

and Minnesota she cheerfully: shared the lot of
her husband as he labored in the Gospel fields.to
And although the hope of ,recovery lingered

religious in-

JENNIE de la MONTAIGN, Teacher of French.
CALENDAR, 1872.

Wheeler,

SEMINARY.

NORTH

and Vocal Music.

prayers

A. M., President.

MELVILLE Sv. UHASE, Instructor in Instrumental

For College Catalogue apply to
Lp REYNOLDS,

and

information,

CALENDAR:

’

Department.

Prin. Com.

particular

it in point of moral and
:

partment.

Paintin,

Jordan, and the service of her Saviour was her
life-work for more than forty years, In Maine

at

For

VIRGINIA.

important

students

Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. JACOBS will have charge

A. M., Prof. of Rhetori c and

W. A, DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
GEO, B. GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing

and 10 months. She experienced religion whenT.
but sixteen years old, was baptized by Rev.

On sccount of a very cold storm

offers to

advantages.

West surpass
fluences.

A. M., Prin. Lai dies” Departm’nt

C. RIDEOUT,

COLLEGE,

operation for three years. The coming year prome village of
usefulness.
enlarged
ises more
in the
places
Evansville is finely located, and few

Lan-

Ancient

A. M., Prof. Nat, Science.

. WAYLAND DUNN,
Belles Lettres.

H. LAURA ROWE,

diedin Guthrie, Minn,, Jan. 26, aged 9 years
He was the oldest of five ohiland 10 months.
dren. He was thoughtful, and loved much to
hear of Jesus who said, * Foibid them not to
come unto me, for of such is the kingdom of
;
heaven.”
CYRENE WHEELER, wife of Rev. A. Wheeler,
died in Prescott, Minu., April 1, aged TO years

or love to her could not be done for

peculiar

_

TAYLOR CO., WEST

send for a Circular to
REV. W. COLGROVE,

REV. DANIEL M. GRAHAM,D. D., President.
« "RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
4
SPENCERJ. FOWLER, A.M. Prof. Mathe-

of many Christians.
HELENA, wife of Loammi Littlefield, died in
Somerville, ¥ass., at the McLean Asylum for the
poor
Insane, July, 27. Mrs. L. hasbeen in very
health for quite a number of years, and in March
last,she was deprived of her reason.and had to be
She was a very kind wife
taken to the Asylum.
and affectionate mother. ‘She leaves a husband
C.W.H
and one son.

Brox B., son of N.

VIRGINIA

This Institution

COLLEGE.

For partioular informa tion address the Principal,—

that these afflicted hearts will have

WEST

G. H. RICKER, Prin.

AT FLEMINGTON,

FACULTY:

sister and a fond:mother to mourn their irreparahope
We
ble loss. But he feared not death.

leaves

He

I., July 12, 1872.

)

EVANSVILLE

tinued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, comdesirin
bine to offer the best inducements to. those

disposition.

of study for both sexes.

North Scituate, R

This institution 18 under the control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful

an only

and kind

Ze

Complete courses

;

ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
)
and
easily accessible from all pa arts of the country,
from the activities and
at the same time removec
temptations which tend to divert the attention and

28th,
passed from this to the spirit land N
Mr. Davis
1871, aged 68 years and 9 months.
He was
formerly resided in Middleton, N. H.
a great sufferer for the last two years previous to
affecan
and
He was a kind husband
his death.
tionate parent: Mg. LEVI T. DAVIS,only son of the above,died
Norway, April 22, aged 3) years and 5 months,
AltifBugh Mr. Davis never made an open .profession of Yeligion, he was a man of strict intop:

rity

b

School,is situated on a g entle eminence in the village

Lo)
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GRAHAM, PERRY & Co.,
REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have

not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
i
Insurance companies have failed.
NOW XS THE TIME TO XNVES

here, andto place on loan,
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

.

166 LASALLE Street,
15tL

CHICAGO
|

be

:
r

CIE
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Porsoraphs.
A piece of bituminous ¢oal lying on some dry
pine boards; Mihi the side of a building in
Millport, N.
+» Spontaneously burst into flames |
on one of a recent hot days.
It had been exposed to the rays of the sun nearly all day, the

———

¥ ISC ELLANEOUS.
September

promises

to be the gayest

all the summer at Newport.

month

v

State to take effecton and affer Sept. 1.
re in the
nereasing.

United

States

Sixty-six ships, sith 27,123 German emigrants,
"arrived at New York during the mouth of
All fears

of yeHow

fever

at

New

July.

York

On account of the lack of the necessary appro, briation, no postal eards can be issued by the

>

Post-Office department this year.

send

The Latest Discovered Metal is indium.
was detected by spectrum analysis. Indium

Pitts-

chiefly obtained from metallic zine, and is a very
rare element of a silver-white eolor,

burg promises to be the greatest gathering of
veterans siivee the war. Enormous delegations

Walnut stumps have become an article of
merchandise, and many of them very valuable.

sition.”

all

the

principal

Stokes, the murdeter of Fisk,

3

cities

has

in the

applied

The curly root is used for veneering, and
stamps
are worth
worked into shape.

for

otter quarters than he now has in the Tombs at

|

Bg
,

York, but the
mand,

authorities

reject

his de-

from’ tax-

ation, including that owned by thé city, amounts
to $235,000,000.
Kansas has more length of completed railroads
than Massachusetts by over one hundred and
fifty miles.
The Chicago Board of Trade has expelled two
of its members who were concerned
in the
wheat corner.
General Ord

Utah have

says that the

been

much

Indian

troubles

exaggerated,

in

and that

New

The Water

York

dispatches

indicate [that

there

people who believe Stanley to ‘be* an

are

impostor.

If he is one, he stands unrivaled.
The cattle-dealers in Texas travel with their
guns on their saddles all day and keep them on
their pillow by night to be ready for an Indian
surprise.
- The cotton crop in Arkansas,
and
northern Mississippi is
drought.

The chief exporter

East

lost $10,000

west Tennessee
suffering
from

of California

the first year

fruit

he

to

went

business,
Last year he cleared $25,000, and
. year expects to double that amount.

the

into
this

An explosion of fire damp i in the Tompkins
mine, Pittston, Pa., Saturday, injured six men,

three of whom will probably die of their Qurts.

The notorious Tennie C. Claflin is said to be
seeking an engagement on the dramatic stage.

The

steamer

Providence

Metis,

Steamship

of the New

York

Company,

and

ran_into

schooner on the Sound early in the

morning

Friday, and was sunk in deep water.
Jives were lost,

a

on

Over forty

There is additional testimony to the fact that
outrages on the Texas border are aided by the

after

There is a well in Indiana
like clock work.
At
‘and day, it throws up
over a thousand feet
bored with a view to

there will probably be no trouble.
The question whether Stanley his really been
in communication
with Dr. Livingstone, the
African explorer,bids fair to eclipse that of years
ago, ‘“ Have we a Bourbon among us?’ Our

$150

being

It
is

some

properly

a

i

of the

which

keeps

time

precisely two o’clock, night
a jet of water.
It is now
deep, and is still being
ultimate oil.
Mississippi

eontains

forty

grains of mud per gallon, and carries 400,000,000
tons of sediment annually into the Gulf

ico.

The state of Louisiana

is the

of Mex-

growth

ol

such deposits,
There is a colored woman in Louisville who
was bitter: by a mad dog Hrixty’ years ago, and
has had perodic paroxysms of catalepsy ever
since. These
paroxysms
seize her regularly
“about twice a month, and during their prevalence she barks like a dog, and wrestles around
the floor in a lively manner, but touches
no
one.
A party of red men put up in St. Louis the
other night.
The Democratic reporter
says:
* Having taken possession of their rooms, the
Indians proceéded to corral their -carpet-bags
between a horseshoe of chairs; they then kindled camp-fires "in the washbasin,
put out
scouts (none but Americans were on guard last
night) in the corridors to prevent surprise by
enemies and reporters, wrapped the drapery of
their couches around them, and squatted down
to amuse themselves by smoking the calumet of
peace, saying ¢ Ugh,’ burning each other at the
stake, and other athletic games.
The
Democratic reporter digd not see them go to sleep, as
when they lay down the key-hole didn’t rake

their encampment.

Accordingly he put

boots, heels first, so as to
escaped.”

mislead

on his

pursuit,

and

like circumstances, we

may

know

rl

|

what not to do, irorder

protessions,~so

he can command

or thinks it wise

called=—

time or

he ean do without

line of

South. Seasons are
species of trees grow

But we

weakened

which

Mexico has been remarkably quiet since the
death of Juarez and the Amnesty proclamation
of his successor, Lerd de Tejada.
Great Britain has officially invited the co-operation of the United States in remedying the defective system of lighting on the west coast of
South America.
The ex-Empress
Carlotta is reported
dying.
All hope is given up, and the last

to be
sacra-

ment administered.

" The French authorities are co-operating with
the Spanish government to check any insurrection by Carlists or other inflammable
Spaniards.
4

Tranquillity seems completely re-established
. at Belfast,
Cardinal Angelo Quaglia died suddenly at
Rome. He was 70 years old.

Signor Mario,and Baron Lederér, the Austrian

minister to the United States,
to this country.

The, Portuguese

are

on their

steamer Perseveranze

ashore in a fog at, pon;
lost.

and thirty

lives

way

went
were

and will pr

>

Chadipeiraaanaiiniag

There is a story afloat about a German gentleman who buried and married again in about
ten days.
The young men of the neighborhood
determined
to signify their disapproval of such
a breach of propriety as this speedy marriage,
so while the wedding-feast was in progress at
the house, they called and gave the parties a

calathumpian serenade. After awhile thie groom
appeared at the front door, and, when silence

funeral here so soon.
then adjourned.

The Sps
relootiony alow that the new
“Cortes
contain 290 ‘radicals, and over 107
whom are republicans.

The first really Japanese vessel which ever
entered an American port Has just reached San
Francisco
with a cargo of

téas,

-

Private letters from Paris say that Helmbold,
by 15 living there
remains of

It ain’t right.”

The band,

A young woman recently appeared hefore the
court at Liege with a demand for a separation

or

divorce from her husband who hired without her
consenta suite of apartments which she could
not occupy.
She was informed that this simple
disregard of her wishes was not sufficient ground

for ag divorce. The law demanded that she
should follow her husband. “ What! the law
compels me to follow my husband?’ ¢ Certain-

ly”

“We

shall see, then.”

The lady

disap-

peared and at once attached herself to her husband and followed him every step that he took"

Mayor Yura of Yeddo, Japan, is now in

this

for two days.

This was sufficient to

attract

tlie

attention of the whole city, for the poor husband
keould no more escape her than he could his
“OT
8 and sefencen he pa
and
»
‘| shadow. Finally the police, interfered and she
* The cholera is rging with arogi,
in
was arrested for eaysing the gathering of a
the valley. of Castimere, Todia, 1
crowd in the streets,
Ss =

city, stu

Ree

a In jFeneral,

SL es
ie Sota

CREE

up American |

fovtmmment
gute
bas repeated Tuk

quest.
remainat
Sook hat Mibitag Scien omal will. not be

‘presented
iw k 41
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Diaz refuses the amnesty offered
by the Mexic

SL

can government and has fled to ‘thé’ ‘mountains.
Lednfidenice in
mproving.

tematically trained and

educated,

and

when

.

Cows

that Kick.
———

:

Many of our cows dislike to be milked, and
are fussy
#0d uneasy when you set a pan under.
them. This is particularly the case with the

Jersey

grades.

[Instances of this kind seemto

be more numerous than formerly, and are most
¢ommon in dairies kept under the foreing sys-.
tem adopted by those who supply milk for the
market or cheese factory.

In many or perhaps most cases, cows become
addicted to it after

having

years; though quiet and

been

milked

a few

gentle the first year

of their milking.

There is" no doubt that the production
large quantity of milk is
sensation of soreness, and
teal parts which induce a
dislike to be milked by the
this,—and I think they

of a

often attended with a
exhaustion in the lacsensation of dread and
animal. In a case like
comprise fully nine-

tenths of thé troublesome milkers,~t is the
worst kind of folly to abuse a cow’ for kicking.
‘When a cow becomes troublesome about’ milking, the best thing ‘that can be done is to: fasten
the foot with a rope.
Make the end of the rope
fast behind her, take a wind and draw the foot

a little back and tie with a half hitch. Put a
measure of shorts or some other provender
before her, and

then

proceed

caréfully to

milk,’

favoring her as She shows cringing or uneusiness.
I know of something like a: dozen cows in the
Inthe Persian city of Flamutan two tamishing | neighborhood in this condition. Nearly all of
them ure superior milkers, The extraction of
em, They were arrested, and a large pailful, twice a day, of a rich, highly . vidren and
the bones of th dead children found partially talized fluid, like milk, can exert no other than
concealed ‘in their clothes.” The Grand Vizier an ‘exhausting and. debilitating influence on
condemned the’tWo women to the gibbet, and the uimal, This on a nervous animal soon
their companions in guiltto be starved to deuth induces’ irritability and what. we call vicious
in prison. At the end of the week five of these conduct,” In old times our cows used to go dry
seven wretches were found'dead in prison, after three or four months, and with mst of our old

eT

MERY fYeh others, Hole, thyce il-

having devoured fhe other twa.

stock it was difficultto got much

milk more than

the

stem

and

not

and

4 in width,

and

were

about

understand

Mr. Bernard

from

is drawn oft’ at the bottom of the pan into buckets, or whatever other vessel is selected.”

|’
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In Japan, says an exchange, this fruit is, un|
Book for Quartette Choirs.
exceptionably, the fibest
and most valued of
Price, #1 50; Per Doz., #13 50. For $1 25, specimen
fruits. The people use it as freely as we do the
copies will be mailed, for the present, post- paid, to
any address.
peach, and in almost as great a variety of ways.
At all seasons of the year they may be bought, |
We also commend “our new Sperkling Rubies,
(60
preserved in. the same manner as Smyrna figs, | (35 cts.) for Sabbath schools,Pi
cts.) for Vestries, and Hour of oo
(811 00) tor
and looking not unlike them, and everywhere
High Schools.
enter largely into the domestic economy, as well
0. DITSON & CO. Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO. New York.
ws
as internal commerce of the people.
It has been
crossed and grafted in and re-crossed until It is
to Japan what the apple is in America; and |
Jw its season, is incomparably the best and most
BY
A
useful fruit in that country. We have seen the
Member of the N.Y. Stock Exchange.
fruit in bearing,as large as ordinary oranges;
the variety, too, is remarkable, though but two
Mandal HH. Foote’s Financial Pamphlet
contains sensible advice on the fubjeat, as itis based
varieties to us seem
specially
desirable for
upon common-sense principles, which an experience
cultivation here. The first is a large, roundof many iy ars as a member of the Gold Board and
New York
Stock Exchange has fully corroborated.
shaped fruit like an old fashioned Rhode Island
Sent free.
RANDAL H. FOOTE & CO.
Greening apple,—~hard fleshed,
and is mostly
1yl9
70 Broadway and 15 New Street,New York.
eaten as one eats an apple, having many of its
characteristics.
Its color is rich golden, and the |.
meat juicy, vinous, and firm. Tt ripens in NoWe are now making a ghecially of “ CHURCH
vember and keeps well until March.
"We have
CUSHIONS ” stuffed with
seen them three or four inches in diameter, and
we think it in all respects a most delicate and
It is cheaper than Hair, and will hold its elasticity
splendid fruit, very desirable to introduce into
double the length of time, and is proofagainst moths.
We can refer to
than one hundred churches
Georgia, South Carolina, Florida,"
and part of
that are now using the
" Alabama, , Mississippi, and Texas.
The second
¢¢ Elastic Sponge Cushions.”
- variety is more oblong than round, resembling
We invite investigation, and will be
pleased to send
in its shape almost exactly a minnie rifle ball.
circnlar referring to churches thatJare using our,
This is of a deeper, darker shade than the other;
Cushions,
ge hi
HALEY, MORSE & CO.,
|
soft, sweet, and custard-like, and is usually éht411 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON,
en with a spoon, as one eats a custard. These
Sole Agents for New En ang for the sale of PAwe have frequently seen as‘large as an ordinary
TENT ELASTIC SPONGE
27Tw25
sized cup,suy two to two and a half inches in diameter, and from point to top,from three to three
and a half inches, This fruit ripens
the last
two weeks in October, and is the variety mostly
BY
dried and prepared like figs for market.
It is
MARY LATHAM CLARK,
a delicate fruit and very much liked by those
who are fond of sweet fruits,
It keeps until

:
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OW T0 SPECULATE SCICESISSFUL.

CATTLE

$1025

Second quality

to-10,50

MARKET.
“AUG.
First

#800 to

28, 1872.

quality

8.75;

$ 025

Third qual-

ity $6.00 to $7,753 ¢ cwt., on total weight of hide, rarrow, and dressed beef.

WORKING OXEN— R75
to
gto their value as Beef.
ILCH Cows—@§40to $75;
with or without calves
as
and ordinary, $15 to $23.

SPONGE.

SToRES—Yearlin,

$275 per pair, or
Handy Steers, $65
extra good, $00
may be agreed;

accordto $125.
to $000.
fartow

Sayin 45
#5 two year old, $00

$00; three years old
FAT HoGs—43 to Sic.
IT
Wheat le to fc; Retail Bic to 00c
HibES— Brighton 00¢ to 9jc; Ms
lots, 9¢ to 94¢
TALLOW—6e

to Sho

Country lots 5¢ to 5c.

PELTS—with wool 8°50 to $500, each ; Country lots

2,00 to $3,00.
CALF SKINS—16¢ to 18¢,
NEW

Book,

YORK

MARKET.

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
AUG. 28, 1872.
APPLES.

OATS.

Dried...v oes 13 @.. 14 NewYork....
GreenWinter 600 @ ¢ 50 A
dy
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4

eo

Wi

x

45
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ONIONS.
| Isnow complete and ready for customChristmas.
Marrow...... 32a 3 1
iesmrany
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| ers. Itisadapted to classes that have Ex Medium..2’ 5% @ 2 3 ite
PE ’ Wein
|
BEEF.
5
\Ganada asens aa 00 @ 0 00
{jas completed “The Story of Jesus.” ExMess#’bbl 800 @10
Cholera Infantam.
00 Marrow. ..... *000¢@ 0
PORK.
| This book received the prize offered Country do..11 00 @12 00
Anxious parents who contemplate with alarm
. Orange Co.
BUTTER
Mess
# bbl. 12 00 @13 00
not
long
sinee
by
the
Printing
Estab#1 28 8.. x {Prime....... 11-00 «12 50
the immense mortality at present prevalent in

all our cities among children,
should give attention to some very simple divgetions for the
prevention of cholera infantum,
just published

by a Philadelphia physician.

The three eauses

of the disease, as he states them, are the hightened température, itfjudicious
feeding, and the,
influence of water provided in cities for drinking purposes.
This latter he deems the most

Aimportant

and

prolific cause

of the disease.

Thé first direction is to'keép the” ohild cool, accomplishing this by bathing
in water cooler
than' the atmosphere, The refreshing effect of
a protracted bath of this kind will last several
hours, after which it should be repeated. As

to diet, the most important article of food is
milk, and this"should be as fresh as can be obtained.

All

water

given

to

infants

should first he boiled, -and : then
ed off from

the

top,

bottled

for

drink

earefully pour-

and

kept

on

ice.

Sometimes a few drops of lemon juice and a
very littie sugar should be added. Of the water
thus prepared the ¢hild may drink freely, guarding only against too large quantities at one time,
These directions have ‘in’ them the element of

common

senge,

and

will

to the attention of parents.
tionary

measures

to

be

commend

themselves

Were these precaugenerally and

rigidly

adhered to, theve is little doubt the deaths from
this Jincase would -be much fewer.~Boston
Journal,
;
A

correspondent

urges

farmers

to take

this

time of the year for looking in thefr orchards

for the ,
i of worms; they can be found on
the underside of branches, or in the forks, small
and shining, often covered with a little silken

tent.

whieh

One brush of theMhand will destroy a nest
it would

take

many

minutes ito, dispose

of after the foliage is out. They can he seen
and reached. fauch more easily while the trees
are bare.~Hearth and Home.

lishment, and is recommended to pas-

tors,

superintendents and

teachers as

being in every way worthy of their
patronage. Orders may be sent at any i
time and they will be filled immediate:

ly.”

Price15 cents; Postage (extra),

4 cents.

28 Hams, salted 14
5 00:
» Hams smok’d 16
700
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57
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|
EGGS
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Western
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61]
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@®..28

ke

Live Geese
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Now Ready.
The Commentary onthe Gospels by
D.,is

now

ready for delivery to our customers.

Fifteen hundred

copies of this the

first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that

have been printed.

This simple an-

nouncement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and

that they appreciate it.

At this rate of

sale this whole Edition will soon be off
our ‘hands.’ Price $2,00.
Postage,
extra, 24

StateFirk prime25 @..
West ordinary 15 @.
CHEESE.
Factory,ex. ¥1b.8 ‘@..
Farmers’.......10@ +
Western. .
«9 ..

FEATHERS.

Rev. JohnJ. Butler, D.

cents,

or more.

Or

dersamre solicited. «=~

Job Work Hrd
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#Mb...,.
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110%
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114
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suegranaen

Special terms giver

to agents who sell 100
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Done
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|
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1,500, 000 copies have

New Question

fo

H

| do.mewBbDbbl 3 » : "5 00
uttel
20
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$
“inv.
Currants.......

L. O. EMERSON, of Boston,
H. R. PALMER, of Chicago,

PATENT ELASTIC

25 g 8 50 |

Sok Evel...

are,

Church

Pickled

+
FRUIT
Ahnonds—,

C. P. Morrison,
M. Slason,
G.M. Monroe,
L. W. Ballard,
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ee: =i:

choice extra,9 00 8 9 50 |
PRODUCE.
Rye Flour....> 00 @ > 50 |AApples, dried Bb3 He
} 8. 12

8. F. Merrill,
W. P. Dale,
Otto Lobb,
Dr. M. J. Munger,
8. Wesley Martin:
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84 +4
2

2

rhe ok 8-10

choice extra, 9 00810 00 |p
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designed
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FU TE

Mich. and Indiana,

The following ‘gentlemen, well-known in Musical
circles, contribute Tunes, Sentences or Anthems to

publications,
been sold.

0

PROVISIONS.
|Beef—Mess,

extras.6
25 @ 6 5

medium

Are invited to examine our new Collection of
Church Music, entitled

former

‘

8.

12

choice'do....8 50 @ 9 50 [ITA

MUSICAL PEOPLE EVERYWHERE

whose

.

1 85

choice extra 9 50 @11 00 | JTT0F 8°

grass-lands is sods,

L. H. Southard,
Nathan Barker,
A.C. Guttersen,
F.C. Cashman,

Brody 2.50 ei 3 (0

whiing +125 @130
Wa

West’rn sup..5 50 @ 5 76

produced, in the year, a profit of $50, besides
eggs and chickens used in the family.

| of

8

St. Lowi sup.4 75 a Ix Ext Clear...
Clea 17 » af ©

M. Place fed eighteen hens with sour milk
with meal (in winter, scalded). They

pages:
K. Oliver, .
W. Wheeler,
H. Tanner,
H. Tenney,

WWasiRaers
ig

8

Salmon, tce..30 00 35 00 |
Western....12 00 @13 00
FLOUR AND MEAL,
p Family... 1 50 g16-00

on

Choirs, Singing Schools anil Conventions, its large
supply of new Sentences. Motets and Anthems, ren.
der it an excellent

—

@

Medium

A meadow irrigated by running water is said
to be double the value of one irrigated by flooding, a flooded one double the value of a rich loam
gh go

The Editors

Paria

Mackerelbbbi.6 50 @10 00
Do. shore. 6 00 415 00

der per acre in.September; he thinks it the cheap-

While

The Persimmon.

@ 1 60

Extra Superfine..

est feed he can raise.

the surface, the milk

144
1

Lesivavis, $e.
12

Cod-largeqt.5 00 @ 5 25

G. F. Beedee, of New Hampshire, sows millet
in July on a plowed sod, and cuts two tons of fod-

its
H.
L.
T.
J.

3

Ground, pure 11 Ta

od 154 Span

Carpetings—
Lowell sup. 3‘ply

FISH.

by far

spring.

It is said

PAINTS,
Am.
9 PM
dry, pure 0%.

Am,

8.

Superfine.........

lime, and earth from fences and ditches, piled up
for fourteen days, then well mixed and spread in

—

.

188@1
= . 2

se

Neatooorwsai 120 @'140

Illinois and Ohio,

for

arts,

@1

8

ng. sbi
ieie i 4 @. 000 fi
|. BOStONersirs]
50 @ 2 00
cking..
Fellow, 2 gs+3
Mou. deLaines % a.
Nh ialues. ‘
as

d

An excellent compost

130

ng

Lead,Red

Cotton Flaunel. 00LE 9

Make a roller; all crops are improved by roll
ing at the proper season—winter grain and meadows in the spring, and sown crops immediately
after sowing.

and

Brown

Print Cloths. ..

by their use.

by those who have tried this new kind of pan,
that a much greater amount of cream is obtained
from the same quantity of milk, besides obviat=
ing considerable trouble and Jabor. When the

¢ream is skimmed

they are

i

Middling. doe.

rills,

crops of barley is already considerably increased

destroy-

Linseed

Heavy 4-4..0.s Wa.
Slgdiam +1 vatidd 8

Steam-plows are used now quite largely in
Germany, and it is said that the average of the

6 inchesin

keeps.

chestnuts;

“wOIL,

¥

ri
No.
Sheetings and
§Hirtings— Ze y

00d farmer and

the inlet pipe.

depth.
They
were
double
bottomed with a
“vacuum of about one inch between, which space
‘was divided
into four apartments by partitions
running {Pgthwise, and were so constructed as
to allow water to pass up and down the length
of the pan, thus keeping the milk cool or warm
at the option of those having it in charge, The
four pans bad capacity sufficient for coptaining
the milk of one hundred cows, which number

we

Low

living on

and leaves by having a strainer of wire-gauze

these seasons -of all
for

is

the most profitable trees for all uses a farmer can
raise.
Cistern water may beKept free from insects

made at that place for the dairy of Enos Bernard.
“ They each measured 12 feet in length

varieties

never hes-

authorities

with

and

4

ve,

COTTON,

acres and 1,500 bushels of

can not make a good

Plant walnuts

lil
The Jeffersonian of West Chester Co., Pa.,
describes some extraordinary milk pans lately

of soil,of weather, of culture,of fertilizing, of
pruning,—a literal multitude of contingencies,
in fact,—~bring up new quesiip ns at every step,
and make every result more‘or“less doubtful.
Some points, it is true, have been settled, others
approximately; while
others,—~such
are the
mysteries of earth, air and vegetation,—still require the- most careful stady. If Isaac Newton,
with his vast learning and acquirements, felt,
late in life,as if he had picked up only a few
pebbles -on—the shore
—of the great ocean of
knowledge, how little learning can that farmer
claim who has but a few years of personal 'ex-

itate to consult books

be far too late

oe

8t. Domingo...17 @.. 19 Crude
RIG aves oes 20 @.. 21
.

machine is kept running, and

hig farm, should hire out with
learn how Ae does it.

New Style ot Milk Pans.

uncertain in its results of all human employments, because of the complex circumstances

they desire information, and surely the farmer
need not hesitate to do so when puzzling questions come up in his experience. They often
impart real and valuable information, and they
4 seldom fail to suggest something
which may
A new- sect has been discovered in Russia,
not be of value in some way, perhaps in a way
foundedby a monk named Seraphim, who ran
the author never dreamed of. It is only the
away with a large sum of money
belonging to
prejudiced, the short-sighted, or the egotistical
the order.
He preached that no one could enter
who will sneer at books, agricultural societies
heaven without sin, and soon bad a large numor agricultural papers as being useless to them,
ber of converts.
One of the practices of the new
or who * can not afford ” to spend “the little resect is to cut the back hair of the women very
quired to constitute a respectable farmer’s librashort, and then arrange it in the form of a star.
ry.~Country Gentleman.
:
Seraphim has been-arrested.

had been obtained, he said in a deprecatory tone:
“I gidy, poys—you ought to be ashamt of yourselfs to pe making all dis noise ven dare vos a

Minister
Aldenat

others,

shown by a large block; ten feet high and fifteen
feet broad, on the shore near Morup, which in
1816, was four feet above high-water mark, as is
proved by an inscription to that effect. During
the past summer this block was one hundred and
twenty feet from the shore.

die

threshing

A farmer who

that Sthe trees be cut

others, agg, the most favorable
ing the vitality of the roots,

of the most
The

that they

cleared of its timber,

The rising, the energetic,- the
progressive,
and—we add—the model “farmer, is not content
to do merely as his father did before him,or even
if his success has been great, to suppose that
there is nothing more to learn! Farming is not
an exact science with demonstrations of unva-

that enter into the circulation.

cut to

variable, and the various
differently, some maturing

suggest

3
.

8

"COFFEE.

Osier-raising and basket-making is now becoming a favorite specialty with some farmers.

branches.
We have known such difficult trees
to kill as the silver leaf abele, ailanthus and
willow, to be entirely
destroyed,
root and
branch, in one season, by girdling., Fall and
winter is the time in which land is generally

:

rying regularity,
but instead, one

would

engite

Ordindry...... 17 @.. 18
Good Ordinary 208..
21
Mid. to gd mid. 24 @.. pH

in this way forty

results; but the best time
might

A

wheat are harvested in a single day.

down when in full leaf, and about midsummer,
or just after they have
finished
thew spring
growth. The most effectual method of killing
treesis to girdle them one season before they
are cut; this allows the crude sap to rise in the
stems during the entire summer; but the channels. for the return of the assimilated sap being
cut off by girdling the roots become so much

will tell him how to raise, when to cut, how
to cure, and how to feed the grass his mower
isto cut, he passes by contemptuously! And
the same course follows through the whole list

of farm duties.

be

:
COAL,
# | do. Muscovadodo | .
Canal....,.. 23 00 @%5 00 P
0042104440 Go 36

when the grain is ripe it is

Instead of the reaper, the * header”

PRICES.

-

at sunrise, says

that

.

r

MoldSeyseeses
12
@. 15 Cub.
1 : Sayed. an 25 @.. 30
AA Re
ETT

Java RS ens s 22 @.. 26

a large

just right for all localities, is out of the question.

books, because

will cost $2, and

should

“Bosrox

+
For the week cuding AUG. 28, 1872.
CANDLES,
- MOLASSES,

now generally used. It cats the straw midway,
and its swath has a width nearly double that of
the reaper. With two headers and five wagons

their wood eatlier than others. Therefore, to
name any particular time, expectiny it will be

them,—** he expectsto rely

which

trees

Tas
Whoirsar

manufac.

jor ¥ California “correspondent of the Boston
Journal, who has eaten wheat bread at supper,
the material for which was standing in the field

day.

or too early in the season for Virginia or further

on*his own judgment,” a judgment founded on
an experience in part traditional, perhaps, and
in part also obtained under very adverse circumstunces. He forgets that in buying tools and
machinery he is relying largely on some other
person’s judgment
and experience, at a cost
sometimes of hundreds of dollars where books
would not cost him ten, and thatin rejecting.
books he rejects the very information which may
tell when and where to use his costly tools so
as to reap the greatest possible benefit! He pays,
we will suppose, $200 for a mower, but a book

on the grasses

at which

in the State of New "York

to invest.

Books for study and reference are usually among

the

date

produce the desired

the

often cut, threshed and put in the sacks the same’

check, and the Yew sprouts which may spring
up will be: pretty sure of being killed by the
coid of winter, consequence of being immature. Now comes the question as to the exact

the last things he'thinks of when he makes his
purchases in stocking his farm, or makes out a
list of the tools he needs for carrying on the
business. Generally he will say that he* can
not afford ” much in

Ole

‘producing a vigorous growth in summer; and
if cut at this time it must give the roots a severe

have ther standard works. A professional man
would as soon think of doing without a library
as a sailor without his compass and charts, A

in

Anthracite...

we know of life mn plats, this period is when
they have nearly expended the vital forces in

to atiain or avoid a giv-

gn result.
The various learned

improvement

Philadelpi mechanic.” The collar being stuff
ed
with elastic ‘cork, is light in weight, aud
adapts itself to the Shape
&
of the animal as readily as ifit was’ molded.
Tt is highly elastic, does
not ope or pu the neck, and, the cork being

The best time to cut down trees in order to
kill the roots is ‘when the operation’
wili most
severely check growth.
Judging from what

point, end at the sunie,*

important

ture of horse collars has just been devised by n

to Kill Trees.

whab.|

Mr. Hart, an American sculptor at Florence,
perience and observation to guide ,him in the
bas devised two very valuable instruments.
By
culture of the soil! And to assume then that
means of one of these the workmen are enabled
The President withholds his signature from
he knows so much about it that he can not afford
2 transfer the compositions of the sculptor from
the pardons of the four Ku-Klux prisoners in
to give a few dollurs to know what others have
thed laster to thie marble with ‘a degree of Prethe Albany penitentiary, whose release Colonel
learned in the ssame field of labor, or to know
cision utterly impossible by the ordinary method
Whitely recommended, in consequence of official
how and’ why they failed, is an assumption of
of calipers.
By means of the other invention the
letters from North Carolina stating that two of
independence as dangerous as it is daring.
form of the living subject may be transferred to
the four were among the most active and violent
We say unhesitatingly that every farmer ought
the desired material with an absolute exactitude.
leaders of the Ku-Klux clan, and that their sento have -at least a few of the standard works
As a consequence, therefore, any of the great
tence was fully merited.
relating to the branch in which he is engaged.
| antique statues may be, perfectly reproduced—a
It is not at all necessary that he should guide
Treasurer Spinner has signed three million dol- fact of some moment, since the copies hitherto
himself “ by the book,” but familiarity with the
lars’ worth of the $10,000 clearing-house certifimade are almost worthless, owing to the necesviews of others will give his mind an inquiring
cates, and two million dollars’ w orth of the $5000
surily crude method of copying, and the manitone which will be to his benefit in all his transcertiticates, which have just Deen executed at
fold inaccuracies that method involves.
The
actions. One great danger in farming, resultthe bureau of engraving.
principle
of
the
invention
is
best
expressed
in
A large quautity of
ng largely from its isolation, is that of falling
them were immediately forwarded to New York
Mr. Hart’s own language ; ** As the ideal is prointo a plodding, a system, in which all thought of
and Philadelphia.
duced from the actual, let the best actuality be
perfectly produced from life with the instrument ; investigation or improvement is lost. A farmThere is a reign of lawlessness in Raleigh, N.
er’s mind should be as active as his body, or
then the artist will have more perfect material
C. A gang of men attacked a- United States
even more so. Labor
without thought, withfrom
which
to
select
and
build
his
more
perfect
deputy marshal and beat him nearly to death,
out observation or. inquiry, is such as horses and
ideal.”
fatally shot a friend of his and violently assaultoxen perform, and a good deal of manual labor
ed a third party.
While the grosser part of the earth’s atmosphere
transacted in that
way is what has brought
is limited to a moderate distance from the earth, Yipon farming the reproach of being a *‘ plodTwo hundred Arrapahoe warriors attacked a
the phenomena of lunar eclipses are said, to in- ding ¥ vocation.
government train of army supplies-in Colorado,
Books,
essays,
djscussions,
dicate an appreciable atmosphere at a hight of club meetings,~all act as a stimulus to thought,
on Monday, and massacred fifteen men and took
sixty-six miles.
The phenomena of shooting
an equal number prisoners. The most fiendish
suggest inquiry and comparison, incite experistars indicate an atmosphere at the hight of two
ments, to system and to watchfulness, and in
victims.
outrages were perpetrated on their
hundred or three huncred miles, while the auroIndian depredations are also reported from Ariseores of ways make farming more profitable,
ra indicates that the atmosphere does not entirezona.
more attractive “and more
respectable *’—that
ly cease at the hight of five hundred miles.
is, we mean, it inspires the respect of others
Professional men, though sysThe rate of upheaval of the Swedish coast is more readily.

FOREIGN.

An

—

Books for.
Ki the Farter.

Mexican officials.

3

The} Markets.

| or five months after calving. Such cows were

farmer, it is often assummed, needs nothing but
a good constitution and such money capital as

The
United
States Government still owns
978,482,693 acres of land, distributed as follows :
Missouri, Towa, and Arkansas, 10,000,000; Dakota and Wyoming, 145,295,284; Montana, 86,904,
695; Kansas, 43,148,076; Nebraska, 52,528,687;
Colorado and Idaho, 117,800,000; New Mexico
and Utah, 224,140,000; Nevada and
Arizona,
186,000,000: Minnesota, :36,876,170; Indian Territory, 154,000.

.

The property in New York exempt

Ee

and be of no use to the world at large. - Books
record the experience of one man, or of a set of
men, and from them we learn what to door

expo-

The convention of soldiers and sailors at

rip ern
gre

would begin at the same

Vienna

are going from
country.

4, 187 2.

eight or nine Wopllis in a yeary—the tendency
| to beef ‘predominating over that to milk in four

result to expect in a given course.
Without the
experience of others to guide us, the world
would
make
no progress;
each
generation

probably

will

an American schoolhouse to the

Hural any Domestic.

under

Impecunious young Frenchmen of good family
are said to keep a special lookout for matches
with rich American girls, who are most easily
humbugged of any race by the tinsel of an aristocratic title.

2

The bureauof edueation

/SEPTEMBE

The Time

are

now over.

SAR,

quiet, and seldom was it that any of them made
objection to being milked in the yard or pasture,
In our herds of large milkers that are milked
c—
thermometer ranging from 100 to 105 degrees in
| right up to calving time; not more. than one out
It was once quite a common sicaiionce to | of four or five dan be induced to stand willingly,
the shade.
sneer at * book farming.” It may be yet in and give ¢r milk when loose in the yard or
The-baby oyster is not much bigger than a fair | some quarters, but the sneer—has lostfits: force
sized pin’s head at the end ofa fortnight, and at and now has no other point than to illustrate “field. No aniinal needs kind-and careful treatment more than cows giving a large quantity ofl
three months only of the size of a spliv pea. In the mental weakness of thie man who uses it.
| milk.~Cor. New England Farmer.
a year he will become as large as an ordinary
ii
A book on some technieal subject is. usually
{4
half penny, and at the end of four years’ growth the record of an experience, is valuable in prohe is fit for the market.
portion as it is accurate. Itis valuable because,

ot

Connecticut has finally settled on a uniform
license rate for liquor selling throughout the
The currency
Treasury is stea

MORNIN G
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Summary.
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at this’ Botha,

CHRISTIAN

BAPTISM.

;

‘This little book has been revised by the author, hae
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and
a very comely

Baptist family.

appearance.

It should’ Be

presents
in every

Let every pastor and church-mem-

ber havea copy of this newly revised and useful
book.

Price, in cloth, only 25 cts, ; in paper covers,

16 ets. Postage extra; ofi the former, 4 ots., on’
latter, 2 cents,”

.
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